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PART II 
SIMPLE GROUPS CONTAINING 
DIHEDRAL SYLOW 2-SUBGROUPS 
5. THE ~‘IINIMAL COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THEOREM 1 
For the remainder of this paper, 6 will denote a finite group of least order 
containing a dihedral &subgroup and not satisfying the conclusion of 
Theorem 1. Specifically, this means that 8 is neither a D-group nor is 
S/O(S) isomorphic to an S,-subgroup 6 of 6: By virtue of the following 
proposition, Theorem 1 will follow from Theorem 3. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let 6 be a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1. Then 8 
is simple and every proper subgroup is a D-group or possesses a normal 2-com- 
plement. 
* This research was supported by grants to the authors from the National Science 
Foundation. Part of it was undertaken while the authors were employed by the 
Institute for Defense analyses, Princeton, New Jersey. 
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Proof. Let 8 be a proper subgroup of 6. I f  an &-subgroup of $7 is dihe- 
dral, then Theorem 1 holds for .sj since 1 $5 / < 1 6 1 . Consequently 8 is either 
a D-group or possesses a normal 2-complement. Since the subgroups of a 
dihedral 2-group are either cyclic or dihedral 2-groups, the only other 
possibility is that an S,-subgroup of 8 is cyclic. In this case, Burnside’s 
transfer theorem implies that X, has a normal 2-complement. Thus the second 
assertion of the proposition holds. 
If  O(6) # 1, then Q/O(S) has dihedral Sa-subgroups and has smaller 
order than 6. By induction, Theorem 1 holds for 6/O(S), and consequently 
also holds for 6. Hence O(8) = 1. Suppose that 6 is not simple, and let & 
be a minimal normal subgroup of 6. Since O(s) char B u 6 and O(6) = 1, 
O(4j) = 1. If  3 is a D-group, the minimality of sj implies that $ is isomorphic 
to PSL(2, q), 4 odd, or to A, . Since Z(s) = 1 and an Sa-subgroup of Q 
is dihedral, 1 C(r)) j is odd. Since C(G) Q 6, we must have C(4j) = 1. But 
then it follows from Lemmas 3.2 (ix) and 3.3 (vi) that 6 is a D-group. Thus $5 
is not a D-group. 
The only other possibility for $ is that 9 is a 2-group. If  $ is a dihedral 
group, C(B) possesses a normal 2-complement, which is normal in 6, and 
hence O(C($)) = 1. Then it follows that each element of 6 - jj induces 
an outer automorphism of 8. I f  1 5 ) > 4, Aut 8 is a 2-group, and hence 6 
is 2-group. If  1 $ / = 4, Aut $J is isomorphic to the symmetric group S, , 
and hence 6 is isomorphic to a subgroup of the symmetric group S, . Hence 
either 8 is a 2-group or 6 is isomorphic to PSL(2, 3) or PGL(2,3) and 
Theorem 1 holds for 6. Finally, if 3 is cyclic, the minimality of Jj implies that 
( .$ j = 2, whence 6 E C(g). But now Lemma 2.2 implies that 8 possesses 
a normal 2-complement, and again Theorem 1 holds for 6. Thus 6 is simple, 
as asserted. 
We remark that by Lemma 2.1, a proper subgroup 5 of 6 is a D-group if 
and only if N,(Z) r) C,‘(X) for some four subgroup Z of .$. Furthermore, if 
Nh(Z) 1 C,‘(Z) for every four subgroup Z of $5, then $J possesses no normal 
subgroups of index 2, and .$/O($j) is either isomorphic to A, or to a subgroup 
of PTL(2,q) containing PSL(2, Q), but not PGL(2, q), q odd. On the other 
hand, if E, contains four subgroups 2, and Z, such that N,(&,) 1 C,‘(Z,), 
whileNh(Z,) = CB’(Z,), then $/O(s) contains a normal subgroup isomorphic 
to PGL(2, q), q odd. These consequences of Lemma 2.1 are used repeatedly 
throughout this paper. 
6. THE PRIMES DIVIDING THE ORDER OF THE 
CENTRALIZER OF AN INVOLUTION 
Let 6 be a fixed &-subgroup of 6, and let T1 be an involution in Z(6). 
By Lemma 2.2, C(T,) possesses a normal 2-complement U. An essential part 
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of the proof of Theorem 1 is an analysis of the p-subgroups of Q for p in 
n(U). To this end, we shall subdivide n(u) into four mutually disjoint subsets 
01 ! 02 ? o3 , q . Since EI is simple, it has only one class of involutions by 
Lemma 2.1 (i), and hence the sets CJ, will depend only upon 6 and not upon 
the choice of the particular involution 7’, 
DEFINITION. Let +J3 be an S,-subgroup of II for p in n(U). Then 
1. p E or provided p is an S,,-subgroup of 0( N( Q)) and N(v) possesses a 
normal 2-complement. 
2. p E cr2 provided q is an SD-subgroup of O(N($J)) and N( $) is a D-group. 
3. p E ~a provided 1, is cyclic and v  is not an SD-subgroup of O(N(p)). 
4. p E o4 provided ‘$I is noncyclic and 5$! is not an SD-subgroup of O(N( p)). 
Clearlv n(U) = u1 U o2 U ua U u4, and the sets gi are mutually disjoint’ 
Our objective in Part II will be to show that the sets (~a and og are empty. 
In this section, we shall derive some basic properties of the p-subgroups of 
Q for p in n(U). Let x,, and ?r denote representatives of the two conjugate 
classes of four subgroups in S. As in Part I, set @‘i : Cu(Zi), i = 0, 1, and 
E -m C,(G). According to our convention, I, and 0, are not defined if S has 
order 4. We follow Lemmas 1 .l and 1.5 in decomposing 11 under the action 
of G, 2,) and 1, Hence C&(?I) = (KG, where ‘21 is now the cyclic subgroup 
of index 2 in G containing the involution T, and 3 is the subset of U inverted 
by all the involutions of E ~ X. In particular, if 6 = X0 , we have U =83. 
Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 1.1 that 11 = Eifii , i = 0, 1, where 
si is the subset of U inverted by the two involutions of 1; ~ (T,: : 
Since @ is simple, N(2,) 1 C’(Zi), i = 0, 1 by Lemma 2.1. Hence N(&) 
is a D-group with respect to X:, , i = 0, 1. Furthermore, C(Z,) : 2, x @‘i , 
Ei char C(Z,) u N(Xi), i = 0, 1. These results and notation will be used 
throughout this paper. 
Our first lemma is basic for all our work. 
LEMMA 6.1. N(S,) acts transitively on the maximal elements of M(&; p), 
i = 0, 1. Furthermore, every maximal element of M(Zi; p) contains an SD-sub- 
group of C( T) for some involution T in Xi . In particular, ;fVI(Z,; p) is nontrivial 
fori-Oor 1, thenpEr( 
Proof. For definiteness, assume that i = 0. By Lemma 1.4, U contains a 
X,-invariant S,-subgroup ‘p. Let $Jr be a maximal element in M(‘2,; p) 
containing Q. Suppose the lemma is false, and let pz be a maximal element 
of VI(Z,; p) which is not conjugate to Q1 under the action of N(&), and chosen 
so that % = ‘pi n $J2 has maximal order. Then clearly Q3, # 1 and ‘@, # 1. 
Let R E N(&,) - C’(Z,). Since T, E 2, and Qe is generated by its subgroups 
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C&(T) for T in 2, # if follows that 9,“’ n U # 1 for somei. Furthermore, , 
@’ n u is contained in a &,-invariant &,-subgroup of U, so that, by 
Lemma 1.4, QtiE n !p # 1 for some E in (s1, . Since RjE E N(Z,), !J$” is not 
conjugate to ‘$, . Since p G ‘& , our maximal choice of D implies that D # 1. 
Set $ = N(D), and yi’ = N,<(D). Since ‘pi # Spa , the maximality of & 
implies that D C !& , whence 3 C pi’, i = 1, 2. I f  pa* is a maximal element 
of V&J%,; p) containing !Qr’, it follows from Lemma 3.6 (i) that ykx E Qs* 
for some X in N$(‘Z,). Let VP3 be a maximal element of VI&; p) containing 
@a*. Since ‘pi n (pa 2 !I&’ 1 D, our maximal choice of II) implies that 
‘$sy = !& for some Y in N(Z,). But then ‘$Lxy G ‘pr , and hence 
q33,xy n PI 2 Fp;xy. Since 1 pa’ 1 > 1 D I, it follows from the maximality of D 
that &?‘, and hence also !J3a, is conjugate to ‘$$ by an element in N(Z,), 
contrary to our choice of ‘$s . 
The second statement of the lemma follows immediately; and the final 
statement follows from Lemma 1.2 and the fact that (5 has only one class of 
involutions. 
We shall need some variations of Lemma 6.1. 
LEMMA 6.2. (i) Let 6, be a dihedral subgroup of G such that 1 $1 > 8. 
Then N(B,) acts transitively on those maximal elements of M(6,; p) which 
contain a nontrivial subgroup of C(T,). 
(ii) For i = 0, 1, N(Z,) n C(T,) acts transitively on the maximal elements 
of VI&; p) which contain an SD-subgroup of C(T,). 
(iii) Suppose that C(Z$) d oes not act transitively on the maximal elements of 
M(&; p) which contain an &,-subgroup of C( T,), i = 0 or 1. Then 1 G 1 > 4, 
and there exists an &-subgroup G* of N(z,) with T, E Z(S*) and a maximal 
element ‘p* of M(G*; p) which contains un SW-subgroup of C( T,) and such that 
1 p* 1 is less than the order of any maximal element of VI&; p). 
Proof. We first prove (i) and (ii). For definiteness, we assume i = 0 in 
case (ii). Since j 6, I 3 8, we note in case (i) that Tl EZ(GJ. Let ‘$ be an 
G-invariant &,-subgroup of C(T,) and let ‘& be correspondingly a maximal 
element of vI(G,; p) or VI(Z,; p) containing !I%. If  (i) or (ii) is false, we let 
!I& be either a maximal element of VI( 6,; p) such that C& TJ # 1 or a maxi- 
mal element of M(Z,;p) containing an SD-subgroup of C(T,), where (ps 
is correspondingly not conjugate to ‘pi by an element of N(G,,) or 
N(Z,) n C(T,). Set 2, = !$3i n gn, . We assume that ‘& is chosen so that 
) C,(T,) 1 is maximal and subject to this condition, so that I D I is maximal. 
Now !Q is an S,-subgroup of C(T,) and, in case (i), CVB(Tl) is a nontrivial 
$,-invariant p-subgroup of C(T,). But then Cqe(Tl)E c g for some E in 
N(6,) n C( Tl) and hence ‘pzE n !@i # 1. Thus ‘pzE is not conjugate to 
Cpr by an element of N(6,) and it follows from our maximal choice of D that 
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C,(T,) # 1. Similarly in proving (ii), we can assume that Cp G 3. We now 
consider 4j = N(D), and argue as in Lemma 6.1, setting ‘pi’ = ‘pi n sj, 
i = 1, 2, letting Qa* be a maximal element of Vr,(G,,;p) or N,(z,;p) con- 
taining ‘pi’ and letting ‘Q, be a maximal element of M(G,; p) con- 
taining ‘$a*. Since 9, n (va 2 ‘$r’ 2 $13,’ r> T‘r, our maximal choice of D 
implies that !&,r = vi for some element I’ in N(G,) or N(2,) n C(T,), 
respectively. Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 3.6 (i) in case (i) that 
pkx = !J?a* c (pa for some X in Nb(GO). Setting 2 = XY, we conclude that 
vpzz n !& 2 ‘phz 1 Dz and that Z E N( G,J. Since ~ 6, 1 >, 4, (T,) = z(G,) 
and hence Z E C(T,), which implies that / C%z(T,) / = / Cz(T1) 1. But then 
by the maximality of 3, !& is conjugate to ‘I& by an element of N(G,), con- 
trary to our choice of !&. On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 3.6 (ii) 
in case (ii) that (pix == 1J3 * G $!a for some X in Nh(iT,) n C,(T,), and we 
reach a similar contradiction. Thus (i) and (ii) hold. 
Suppose next that C(Z,) does not act transitively on the maximal elements 
of vI(&,; p) containing ‘v, and now choose ‘Is, , \$$ to lie in distinct transitivity 
sets with respect to C(&,) in such a way that ‘$3, n $3, has maximal order. 
Arguing now as in the preceding paragraph and using the same notation, 
Lemma 3.6 (ii) once again implies that pg” c ‘$Ja* for some element X in 
N,(Z,) n C,(T,). I f  X can be taken in C,(Z,), we reach a contradiction once 
again as in Lemma 6.1. Hence C,(Z,) does not act transitively on the maximal 
elements of I!lti(la; p) containing \$. This clearly implies that 5 does not 
possess a normal 2-complement, and hence that JI, is a D-group. It follows 
therefore from Lemma 3.6 (ii) that 5 is not a D-group with respect to Z, , 
that CT,) = % n [B, %I, and that ‘&* $ O(g) C,(T,). Thus $/O(Q) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of PrL(2, q) containing PGL(2, q), q odd. In parti- 
cular, an &-subgroup of 5 has order greater than 4, and hence 1 6 1 > 4. 
Set Q = spa* n O(G). Then a is an S,-subgroup of O(b); and therefore 
a is normalized by an S,-subgroup G,)* of $ containing ‘2, Then 
G* = NEE(Z,,) is a dihedral group of order 8 and T, E Z(6”). Set R 7: N,,(Q) 
and ‘Jt = N(Q). Then 6” C si G ‘31 and ‘@a* C R. Since 9 = O($) R by 
Sylow’s theorem and since T, E [$, .$I, it follows that T, E [R, si] and hence 
that T, E [W, %I. Furthermore, !&* $ O(%) C,,(T,); otherwise 
(Pa* s 0tJ-i) (AT,) c O(5) C,tT,), 
which is not the case. We have thus proved the existence of an 6*-invariant 
p-subgroup Q with the following properties: (i) 8 contains a &,-invariant 
S,-subgroup !Q ofC(T,); (ii) T, E [m, ‘n], where Cn = N(Q); (iii) 0((n) C,(T,) 
does not contain a maximal element of Q(T,,; p). 
Among all p-subgroups a satisfying these conditions choose Q now to be of 
maximal order. Let Q* be an G*-invariant S,-subgroup of 0((n) and set 
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A* = Nw(Q*) and ‘%* = N(Q*). Since % = O(%) R* by Sylow’s theorem, 
0( R*) C&T,) does not contain a maximal element of VI&,; p), and it 
follows that O(‘%*) C,*( Tr) does not contain a maximal element of &(2,; p). 
Furthermore, T, E [R*, a*], and hence T, E [%*, ‘%*I. Since ‘$ s Q g Q*, 
we see that Q* satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). Thus Q = Q* by the maximality of 
/ Q 1. Hence Q is an S,-subgroup of O(s). Set )5i = 8/O(%) and let Tr , 
%,, , F* be the images of T, , 2,) and 6* respectively in %. Our conditions 
imply that Ca(Fr) does not contain a maximal element of Ms(%a,; p). Hence 
by Lemma 3.2 (iv), 3 is not isomorphic to A, . Furthermore, by Lemmas 3.1 
(iii) and (vii) and Lemma 3.3 (i), $97 = 58, where 5 is isomorphic to PGL(2, q), 
- - 
Q odd, 6* z 2, 2 4 97, 3 is cyclic of odd order, I! n 8 = 1, 3 centralizes 
Z,, , and if % denotes a secondary subgroup of !I? normalized by %0 , then 
p E n(W). Since 0(,x) contains an S,-subgroup ‘p of C( T,), E has order prime 
to p. Hence each S,-subgroup of 97 lies in a secondary subgroup of 9. But 
then if Y%? is any nontrivialp-subgroup of !iI, 5 c E and N,(a) is a secondary 
subgroup of I! by Lemma 3.1 (v). But then Lemma 3.1 (iii) implies that an 
&-subgroup of Ng(B) has order 4. We conclude that l&(E*;p) is trivial, 
and consequently that Q is a maximal element of MR( 6*; p), Since % = N(Q), 
this implies that Q is a maximal element of M(c*;p). On the other hand, 
Q is not a maximal element of VI,&&,; p) by condition (iii) above, and hence 
1 Q 1 is less than the order of any maximal element of VI@,; p) by Lemma 6.1. 
Since Q contains the &,-subgroup ‘$ of C(T,), we conclude that Q can be 
taken for the maximal element ‘$?* of M(G*; p) in (iii). This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. Ifp E aI , then an S,-subgroup of U is an S,-subgroup of 6. 
Furthermore, every element of X(X,; p) is contained in C(T) for some involution 
TinZi,i=O,l. 
Proof. Let Cp be an G-invariant &-subgroup of U, and set $ = N((P). 
Since p E ur , & has a normal 2-complement and ‘p is an $,-subgroup of 
O(B). Thus ‘$ is an $,-subgroup of $5, and hence is also an &-subgroup of 8. 
In particular, this implies that ‘p is a maximal element of M(Zi; p), i = 0, 1. 
I f  ‘$r is an arbitrary maximal element of M(&; p), then v1 = ‘px for some X 
in N(Zi) by Lemma 6.1. Hence p, 5 C(T) for some involution T in Zi , 
from which the second assertion of the lemma follows immediately. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let !JJ be an G-invariant SD-subgroup of Il. Then Fp c &, 
i=Oor 1 ifandonlyifpEa,. Furthermore, if this is the case, then Fp is a 
maximal element of VI(&; p). 
Proof. Suppose p E (~a , and set $j = N(y). Then !$ is a D-group with 
respect to Zi , i = 0 or 1. I f  R E NB(zi) - C,‘(Z,), then vR = ‘p, and 
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consequently !Q E C(T,) A C(TrR). Since Xi = (T, , TiR), we conclude 
that p G r& . 
Assume next that !j3 G $ Let !& be a maximal element in Vr(Z,;p) 
containing ‘p and suppose that ‘pr I> ‘Q. Since !I$ is generated by C$,(‘) 
for T in Xj# and since !Q G CQl(T) f  or each such T, there must exist an 
involution T in Xi such that C%,(T) r> $3. But ‘j? is an S,-subgroup of C(7’,), 
and therefore ‘@ is an S,-subgroup of C(T) for every involution T in Xi . 
This contradiction shows that ‘@ is a maximal element of M(Z,; p). In parti- 
cular, it follows that s@ is an S,-subgroup of O(s), where $ = N(\@). On the 
other hand, Q is an S,-subgroup of &, and hence N,(&) 1 C,‘(Xi) by 
Sylow’s theorem. Thus 5 is a D-group and we conclude from the definition 
that p E ~a This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let ‘$3 be an SD-subgroup of Ei for somep in r($), i = 0 OY 1. 
Then p E (Jo U c2 if and only if p is an SD-subgroup of O(N( !#)). 
Proof. For definiteness, assume i = 0; and set $ = N(v). Since !@ is an 
S,-subgroup of $, , $ is a D-group with respect to Z, . I f  $?* is a X,-invariant 
S’,-subgroup of O(g), it follows from Sylow’s theorem that gj, = N$((P*) 
is also a D-group with respect to X0 . Suppose ‘j3* 3 ‘p. Then C,*(T) 3 ‘$3 
for some T in iz,#. Since the involutions of 2, are permuted cyclically by an 
element of !R,r(&) it follows that C+(T) r> !Q for every involution T in 
Z,#, and consequently !$I* is not contained in the centralizer of any involution 
of %,, But then p $ uI by Lemma 6.3. Suppose, if possible, that p E cr2 
We can assume ‘Jj to be so chosen that ‘8 is contained in an G-invariant 
S,-subgroup !& of U. By Lemma 6.4, $Jr E Ei, i = 0, 1. I f  !@i G @a, then 
‘$$ = q, and it follows from the definition of (r2 that p is an S,-subgroup of 
O(g), contrary to our assumption that v* 13 12. Thus 13, G E1 , which im- 
plies that !@ is an S,-subgroup of E = O(C(6)). Thus 6 C $, and we may 
suppose without loss that Q* is G-invariant. Now ‘& is a maximal element of 
vI(2,;p) by Lemma 6.4. Since ?3 IS * X,-invariant, it follows therefore from 
Lemma 6.1 that q* G Er . But the central involution T, of G lies in ?r , 
and hence p* C C(T,), contrary to the fact that ‘Is* $ C(T) for any T 
in ?a#. We conclude that ‘p is an S,-subgroup of O(N(rJ)). 
Suppose next that p E o3 U o4 . Let pi be as above, set H == N(pi), and 
let Q be an G-invariant ,S,-subgroup of O(R). By definition of 4:) U uq, 
VP1 C a. This forces ‘p C ‘$i; otherwise ‘pi an A’,-subgroup of C(T) for 
each Tin Z,#, from which it follows that Cp, = 0, which is not the case. Now 
let D = Q,Q,Q = Q,~J,‘Q,‘EJ,’ be the ‘&-decompositions of f~, T, , T, , T, 
denoting the involutions of 1, Then Q = C, and 5$$ = 0, = (S&J,‘. 
Since Q 1 !I$ , Lemma 1.3 implies that C,;(p) # 1 for i = 2 or 3, say i = 2. 
Since ‘$ C !& , we also have Cc;(~@) f  1 by Lemma 3.1. But 5 = N(p) 
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is a D-group and & contains C,( VP). It follows therefore from Lemma 3.6 (vi) 
that Cart!@) c O(S) for at least one value of i = 1,2. Hence ‘$ is not an 
S,-subgioup of O(s), and the lemma is proved. 
LB~M~ 6.6. Let p e a2 and let ?j3 be an element of VI&; p) such that 
$j = N(‘$) is a II-group with respect to Zi , i == 0 or 1. Then ‘$3 c ei . 
Fro@. By Lemma 6.4, an G-invariant S,-subgroup q* of U is contained 
in @, j = 0 or I, and is a maximal element of kl(r3;,;p). Thus if i =j, 
Lemma 6.1 impiies that q Z Ei . Hence we can assume without loss that 
i = 0, j = 1. Let T, , T, , rs be the involutions in 5,) and let 
be the &,-decompositions of $I!. By Lemma l-4, ‘$,’ c tp* for some X in a,, . 
Since N( S”) is a D-group with respect to &, , it suffices to prove the lemma for 
QX. Hence without loss we may assume that X = 1 and ‘$, c !@*. Since 
‘p* c E, , it follows that ‘p, c %r , and hence that !$J, is &-invariant. But 
~0, is %,-invariant, and consequently VP1 is G-invariant. 
Now to prove the lemma, we must show that 9s = Q, so assume $$, C y. 
Since 5 is, by hypothesis, a D-group with respect to il;, , the subsets 9: are 
cyclically permuted by an element of N&I,) and hence $’ f I, i = I, 2, 3. 
But then C~~(~~) # 1, i = X,2,3 by Lemma 1.1. Suppose first that gpo # I, 
and set a = N(‘&,), Then C,;($.$J C. O(fi) for at least two values of i by 
Lemma 3.6 (vi), and hence C(T,) does not contain an ~~-subgroup of O(R). 
But g,, E E, A !$$ c K+, n EI = Q, whence 6 C R. Thus O(R) possesses 
a &-invariant S,-subgroup ‘?$!A Now a, contains every maximal element of 
T/I&; p), and hence $ E B, C C( T,), a contradiction. Thus !&, = 1. How- 
ever, in this case, Z(!$} i? 9: :f 1, i = 1, 2, 3. Since !Qp, is G-invariant, we 
reach the same contradiction by taking R = N(‘&). 
LEMMA 6.7. Let $5 be a D-subgroup of 0 with respect to Xi , i = 0 w 1. 
Then 
Pro#. For definiteness, assume i = 0. Let Q be a 2,-invariant S,- 
subgroup of O(g) for any p in cr, u u2 . Then .%A c C(T) for some T in 
2,# by Lemmas 6.3 and 6.6. But N,(Q) is a D-group with respect to &, by 
Sylow’s theorem, and hence the involutions of 2, are cyclically permuted by 
an element of N,(Q). It follows at once that Q c CE, .Since this holds for 
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each q in o1 v  02, we conclude that a X,-invariant L5’0,V,,e-subgroup of O(a) 
is contained in E, . But now (i) follows from Lemma 1.4 (ii) and (iii). 
Kow let p E q u o2 and let v  be a X0- invariant S,-subgroup of O(5) and 
set O(g) --= !A. Then ‘@ c 05,) by the preceding paragraph. Let 2 be a X0-inva- 
riant S,,-subgroup of !A and let f? = Q&‘Q,‘E~’ be the X,-decomposition of 2, 
where T, , T, , T, denote, as usual, the involutions of 2, . Since ‘p n O,,,,(R) 
is an A’,-subgroup of O,..,(n) and lies in go , it follows from Lemma 1.1 and 
Lemma 1.2.3. of [17] that Pi’ E O,,.(R), i = 1, 2, and 3. Since .R -- Q\$ and 
‘p c E,, , we conclude at once that R = O,,(R) (E,, n H)). Hence if 5 = -__ 
$/O,.(R) and To denotes the image of Z,, in 5, thenO s C,(%-,) = 0, n R. 
Since 5 is a D-group with respect to Z,, , we can therefore apply Lemma 3.9 
to conclude that En n .?J possesses a cyclic normal complement \$E in -__ 
U n jj. But then 0,.((D) contains all p’-elements of 3, n 5. Hence if $31 
denotes the inverse image of O,@E) in U n sj, X contains all p’-elements 
of Z$, n $5. Clearly $3 is a $-group. Furthermore, % 4 U n $5, since 
O&E) q U n .$ Thus 91 E O,,(U n sj), and (ii) follows. 
Finally let ‘II be a subset of Z,, n 5 such that (‘51 = !8 is a u-group, where 
(5 = (51 u (52 . Using the above notation, the image $? of B in sj = $j,iO,,(R) --- 
is contained in 3,, n 5 = ‘n, and hence % is cyclic. This implies that an 
S,-subgroup of B is cyclic and that %J possesses a normal p-complement. 
Since this argument applies for each prime p in 0 = (TV U ‘ITS and since b is a 
a-group, it follows that the Sylow subgroups of B are all cyclic, and that !B 
possesses a normal p-complement for each p in r(B). We conclude at once 
from this that 23 is cyclic. Thus (iii) holds, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 6.8. Let ‘j3 be an S,-subgroup of (& , i = 0 or 1, withp in crl u (Jo. 
Then N(y) is a D-group with respect to Xi . Either C( ‘p) is a D-group with 
respect to Zi or p E (TV , ‘$3 is an S,-subgroup of U, and N(‘J3) n 3, contains only 
o3 u a,-elements. If C(*q) is a D-group with respect to Xi , then so is C(X) 
for any nontrivial subgroup X of ‘Q. 
Proof. Since 0 is simple, N(&) is a D-group with respect to Xi Since !@ 
is an S,-subgroup of Ei , N(&) = $NN(2iJr)) by Sylow’s theorem, and hence 
Nru(&i) 1 %,A 2). Z. It follows at once that 5 = N(q) is a D-group with 
respect to Xi . 
Set R = C( ‘Q). Then R d .$; also R contains Zi , and hence A $ O(sj). 
Now Jj is a D-group with respect to 2, and a/O($) is either isomorphic to a 
subgroup of PrL(2, q) containing PSL(2, q), q odd, or to A, Hence, if $ 
is nonsolvable, R is a D-group with respect to Xi . On the other hand, if & 
is solvable, $/O(a) is isomorphic to PSL(2, 3) or PGL(2, 3). In this case, a 
xi-invariant ‘$,-subgroup ‘JJi of U containing g cannot contain elements of 3, 
since by Lemmas 1.2 and 6.7 their images in B/O($) would be nontrivial, 
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contrary to Lemma 3.1 (ii) with q = 3. Thus ‘pi = ‘p and hence p E us . 
Likewise by Lemmas 1.2 and 6.7, this case can arise only if $5 n 3, contains 
no or u a,-elements. Since C(X) 2 C(Q), the final assertion of the lemma is 
obvious. 
The next lemma gives more detailed information concerning the structure 
of certain ‘&-invariant p-subgroups of U. The analysis of these groups rests 
upon a discussion of certain important characteristic subgroups K of ap-group 
‘p introduced in Lemma 8.2 of [II]. These groups satisfy the properties: 
(i) cl(O) < 2, (ii) O/Z(E) is elementary, (iii) [Cp, K] C Z(E), (iv) C,(K) E Z(K), 
and (v) ker (Aut ‘p--f Aut K) is a p-group, where the homomorphism is 
induced by the restriction mapping. Of course, the last condition implies that 
C,(&)/C,(~) is a p-group, where R is the normalizer of !JJ in any group in 
which it is contained. 
LEMMA 6.9. Let 5 be a Zi-inwariunt subgroup of U such that ‘$3 = O,(s) f  1 
for some prime p E q U a2 . Then !$I contains a characteristic subgroup 3 of 
exponent p and class at most 2 such that [Cp, a] G Z(D) and C,(D)/CG(~) 
is a p-group. Furthermore, one of the following conditions holds for i = 0 and 
fori= 1. 
(i) 3 is elementary of order p2 or extraspecial of order p3, and 
(a) jEinDI=pand3,n%dD, 
(b) R/C,(D) is abelian and (& n R) C,(D)/C,(TI) is cyclic of order 
dividing p - 1 or p + 1, where R is a &-invariant S,,-subgroup of $5. 
(ii) C,(p) contains all @-elements of 3, n $5, and either 
(a) D C &, or 
(b) Z(a) $ 3, . 
Proof. The group D is defined to be D = Q,(E), where & is given by 
Lemma 8.2 of [II]. As cl(K) < 2 and p is odd, K is regular and ?D has expo- 
nent p. Clearly [e, a] G Z(D). Condition (v) of the introductory paragraph 
and 3.6 of [Z1] together imply that C,(D)/C (‘$) is a p-group. Thus it 
remains to establish (i) or (ii). 
For definiteness, assume i = 0. If  either D G 3, or D E @a , (ii-a) or 
(ii-b) holds. Furthermore, since D Q $,3,, n 5 centralizes D by Lemma 1 .l. 
Since CB(D)/CB(Fp) is ap-group, it follows that C,(g) contains allp’-elements 
of 3, n sj, and hence (ii) holds. We may therefore assume that D $ 3, and 
‘D $ (5, . Then an S,-subgroup of E,, is not an S,-subgroup of U. Hence if 
X is a nontrivial p-subgroup of %,, , it follows from Lemma 6.8 that C(X) 
is a D-group with respect to 2, . We conclude therefore from Lemma 6.7 (ii) 
that O&I n C(3)) contains all p’-elements of 3, n C(X). Furthermore, if 
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‘31 is any subset of 3, n C(X) such that (41) is a p-group, then (II) is a cyclic 
group by Lemma 6.7 (iii). These results will be used several times in the 
proof. 
Suppose first that Z(3) $ 3, Then n0 = Z(a) n E,, # 1. By the prece- 
ding paragraph, C(Z+J is a D-group with respect to ‘1, and 5J3 n 3, f? C(%,) 
is a cyclic group. But 73 G C(QJ. S’ mce ‘0 $ E,, and 3 is of exponent p, we 
conclude that I 3,, n n == p. But then 3, n T, <I I, bv Lemma I .l, and it 
follows that 3 -7 (E, n 3) x (3, n a). Suppose that / E,, n a 1 ,_’ p. In 
this case we argue that (ii) holds. Let Y be a p’-element of 3, n Sj. Since Y 
normalizes T, and 1 3, n 3 1 = p, Xi’ E E,, n 3 for some element X f  1 
of (5” n 3. But then S” -:m X by Lemma 1.1. ‘Thus I- E C(X). Now by the 
preceding paragraph, l? t O,.(U n C(X)). Since %,, c C(S), it follows that 
[Y, T,,] is a p’-group. On the other hand, [I, E,,] s a. if’c conclude that Y 
centralizes E0 . But 3 C C(Q,). Hence applying the results of the preceding 
paragraph once again, v5.e obtain that y  I, 1’ > 3 is a PI-group. Since [I-, 31 
is also a p-group, it follows that I’ centralizes a. Thus C,(D) contains all 
p’-elements of 3, n jj, and (ii) holds. 
If  j E0 n ?, ~ -p, then % is elementary of type (p,p), and the first state- 
ment of (i) holds. 
Suppose next that Z,(B) c 3, Since 1, $ -1,) 3 n E0 # 1, and hence n 
is nonabelian. Since Z(a) c 3, and D/Z(%) is abelian, it follows that 3, n ‘D 
is an elementary normal subgroup of n. I f  j 3,) n T, j = p, it follows that 
‘0 = ($ n 9) x (3,, n a), and hence Z(3) $ 3, , contrary to assumption. 
Thus , 3, n 3? 1 > p, and therefore 3, n % contains a normal subgroup 8 
of 3 of type (p, p). Then C,(B) n (5-, 2 1, since !J3, being noncyclic, is not 
contained in the centralizer of a nontrivial subgroup of go n 3. Since 
3, n T, is abelian, it follows that C,(%) = 3, n 33. As 93 u 3J), we obtain 
that j T\ : 3, n I\ / = p and that $, n 3 J = p. Now 3, n s is an elementary 
normal subgroup of 5 and C3,nP (E, n 33) is cyclic. Since cl(n) = 2, 
/ 3, n 3 1 = pz, and ‘T! is extraspecial of order pa. Thus the first statement 
of (i) holds in this case. 
We see then that to complete the proof of the lemma, it remains only to 
show that the second statement of(i) is a consequence of the first. So assume 
that a satisfies the conditions of (i). Then 5 = a/D(a) has order p2, and our 
conditions imply that E,, n D(3) = I. Hence if 2,,% = Z&/D(%), then 
Z,s/C+J%) is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(2,p). Furthermore, since 
T, ECU,, &CZU(33) = (T) has order 2, and the characteristic roots of F 
on 3, regarded as a vector space over GF(p), are -’ 1 and - 1. Hence T does not 
correspond to a central involution of GL(2, p). Now let Ji be a &-invariant 
S,.-subgroup of 5 and let 3 be its image in 5. Since any p/-element of 5 
which centralizes 3 (mod D(a)) necessarily centralizes 3, J-i/C,,(a) is iso- 
morphic to jz/C,(%), and hence is represented as a subgroup of GL(2,p). 
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Since j&C,(d) is normalized by T’, the second statement of (i) now follows 
from Lemma 3.4. 
We turn next to a study of the primes in oa U o4 . 
LEMMA 6.10. Let p E + . Then 
(i) I f  p is an G-invariant S,-subgroup of U, then g n Eii = 1, i = 0, 1. 
(ii) I f  5@* is a nonidentity p-subgroup of 6, then C(p*) possesses a normal 
2-complement. 
Proof. Since p is cyclic, either (i) holds or 13 G Ei , i = 0 or 1. But by 
Lemma 6.4, the latter possibility can occur only if p E ua . Suppose next that 
(ii) is false. Then C(‘p*) is a D-group, and consequently ‘p* C C(Z*) for 
some four subgroup %* of (5,. But 2* is conjugate to Z, or 2, , and thus (i) is 
contradicted. This proves (ii). 
LEMMA 6.11. Let !Q be a nontrivial p-subgroup of $ , i = 0 or 1, with p 
in o4 . Then a 2,-invariant $,-subgroup of O(C(Q)) is not contained in ai . 
Proof. Assume i = 0, let ‘p,, be an S,-subgroup of E,, containing Fp, and 
set 5 = N(‘$,). Since p E (TV, a &,-invariant S,-subgroup Q of O(a) is not 
contained in C(T) for any T in Z,# by Lemma 6.5. Let Tl , T, , T, be the 
involutions of 2, and let rZ = Q,,Qr’Qa’Q’ be the &-decomposition of a, 
so that 0, = CpO . By Sylow’s theorem, $r is a D-group with respect to 2,) 
and hence so is &, = N,(Q). Thus the subsets Qi’ are cyclically permuted by 
an element of Nho(Zo). Since EJ 9 ‘p,, , it follows that each Qi’ # 1, i = 1,2,3. 
But then Cc;(‘$,,) f  1, i = 1, 2, 3 by Lemma 1 .l, and consequently 
C,;(‘$) f  1, i = 1, 2,3. But now Lemma 3.6 (vi) implies Co$$J) E O(C(y)) 
for at least two values of i = 1, 2, 3. In particular, it follows that a 
&,-invariant S,-subgroup of O(C(p)) is not contained in E,, , as asserted. 
LEMMA 6.12. If  p E a, u 04, then for i = 0 and 1 there exists a nontrivial 
&-invariant p-subgroup ‘pi of 8 such that N(Q,) is a D-group with respect to 
zi . 
Proof. Assume i = 0, and let 9 be an G-invariant S,-subgroup of U. 
Since !J3 n E,, is an S,-subgroup of @-, , the lemma follows at once with 
!&, = !JJ n E,, if ‘!JJ n E0 # 1. We may therefore suppose that p $ V&J. 
As usual, let Tl , T, , T, be the involutions of 2, . We first show that it 
suffices to prove the existence of a %,-invariant p-subgroup D of 8 containing 
p which also contains an S,,-subgroup of C(T,) for i = 2 or 3, say i = 3. 
For suppose such a p-subgroup Q exists. We may clearly assume without 
loss that Q is a maximal element of M(Z,; p). I f  a = Q,EJ,~ is the 2,- 
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decomposition of a, then L2, = Q and Q, is an SD-subgroup of C( ‘fa). Now 
if R E N(Za) ~ C’(Z,), with ‘frR = T, , TzR .= T, and TzR = T, , then 
QR is a ?‘,-invariant SD-subgroup of 11, and so is conjugate to ‘Q by an ele- 
ment of E0 . Hence we can assume R is so chosen that naR = f@. ‘Thus 
QR 1 g. Since a and Q” are each maximal elements of M(&; p) containing p, 
Lemma 6.2 implies that QR = ax for some element in N(a,,) n C(T,). 
Hence R, = RX-’ t 5 :m N(Q). If  X E C(X,), then the image of R, and R 
in N(2,)/C(2,) are equal and consequently R, EN(&) - C’(‘I,). Thus 
Nh(Zo) 1 C,‘(Z,) and $r is a D-group with respect to 2, Thus the lemma 
holds with ‘pa = rZ. 
We therefore assume that 0 and QR are not conjugate by an element of 
C(Z,). We shall derive a contradiction. Since X E N(Z,) n C( T,), TIX m-r T, , 
TzX = T, , and l’,’ = I’, It follows that TFo = T, , T.fu L-1 I’, and Tfo = T, . 
This implies that (2, , R,) contains a dihedral $-subgroup 6,* of order 8. 
Thus 6,* G N&J. 
We shall argue next that Q, # I, so assume the contrary. Then o = &Q, 
is abelian since now T, inverts a, and consequently QR -;: Q,Q,~ is also 
abelian. But then N(‘P) = N(Q) contains Q, , DIR, and a, Since 
p E ~a U (5% , a ‘X,-invariant S,-subgroup $* of O(N(9)) contains ‘J3 properly. 
I f  !$* = (p1*(p3**u3~ is the X,-decomposition of !J3*, then yr* = ‘I! =- a, 
and vi* # 1, i = 2 or 3. Suppose ‘pz* # 1. Since Q normalizes O(N((P)), we 
can choose $J* so that U normalizes Q*. But then Q‘Q* is &,-invariant, and 
consequently p* E Q since Q is a maximal element of M(X,,;p), Thus 
Q # 1, contrary to assumption. On the other hand, if *p4* f  1, we choose 
VP* to be normalized by QR, and conclude similarly that $J* z QR. But then 
QR n C(T,) # 1, contrary to the fact that T, inverts QR. Thus Q, $ 1, as 
asserted. 
Finally since Q and QR are maximal elements of VI(Z,;p) containing the 
SD-subgroup ‘$J of C( T,) and are not conjugate by an element of C(T,), it 
follows from Lemma 6.2 (iii) that there exists an S,-subgroup 5* of N(X,) 
with T, in Z(G*) and a maximal element Q* of Vr(S*;p) such that 
1 Q* ( < 1 a 1 and such that Q* contains an SD-subgroup of C(T,). But 
6,” and 6” are &-subgroups of N(X,) and hence G* : Sz” for some ele- 
ment Y in N(Z,). Thus QY~VI(G*;p). Since (T,j ==Z(S,*), we have 
I’, = TzY, and consequently Ey n C(T,) = a,“. But we have just shown 
that -U, # 1. Hence Qy contains a nontrivial subgroup of C(T,). It follows 
therefore from Lemma 6.2 (i) that 1 Qy / < 1 Q* /, contrary to the fact that 
/ nY 1 = 1 LI 1 > 1 Q* ~. Thus it suffices to prove the existence of the p-sub- 
group L1 with the given properties, as asserted. 
In order to do this, once again let 1, ( * be a X,-invariant SD-subgroup 
of O(N(y)). Since p E era U u4, ‘J3” 3 ‘J.I. Let ‘v* -= !&*&*Q3* be the 
%,-decomposition of Q”, so that ‘$r * =: ‘J.%. Since ‘JJ* n c4, = 1, ‘vi* is inverted 
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by Tj ,j # i, i = 1,2,3. Now by Lemma 1.3, & = C,&(Y,*) # 1, i = 2 or 3, 
say i = 3. Since ‘@,* is abelian, so is an A’,-subgroup of C(T,). It follows that 
im = C*(s,) contains 2,) !&*, and also a X,-invariant S,-subgroup of C( TJ, 
and that T, , T, $ C($). I f  Y-R possesses a normal 2-complement, then a 
%,-invariant S,-subgroup Q of O(W) contains an &,-subgroup of both 
C( Tl) and C( T3) by Lemmas 1.2 and 1.4 (iii). We shall show that 9.R contains 
such a &-invariant p-subgroup Q when %R is a D-group. By Lemma 3.6 (vi), 
every element of VI,,,&,; p) lies in one of the groups ai = 0(%X) C&T,), 
i = 1, 2, 3. Since 5J = O(m) C&Z,) s ai for each i = 1, 2, 3, the desired 
conclusion will follow once again from Lemmas 1.2 and 1.4 (iii), provided we 
show that Ic, contains an S,-subgroup of either C( Tl) or C( T3). So assume the 
contrary. 
Since C(&) is a normal subgroup of index 2 in YJ& m = YR/O(!JX) is iso- 
morphic to a subgroup of PrL(2, q), and contains a normal subgroup 5 
isomorphic to PGL(2, p). Furthermore, ‘%iI = %!C!G(%,), where Z, is the image 
of 2, in m, by Lemma 3.3 (i). Hence if F’i denotes the image of Ti in 8, 
i = 1, 2, 3, our assumptions imply that p E rr(C3( Ti)), i = 1 and 3. But if 9, 
denotes the normal subgroup of E which is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), then 
Tl#$, while Ta E Q, . It follows therefore from Lemma 3.1 (iii) that 
) C,( Ti) ) = 2(q + 8) and / C,(r,) ) = 2(q - S), where 6 = & 1. Since the 
greatest common divisor of these two numbers is a power of 2, they cannot 
both be divisible by p. This contradiction shows in all cases that 9JI possesses 
a %,-invariant p-subgroup Q which contains S,-subgroups of both C(T,) 
and C(T,). Since some conjugate of Q by an element of (5, n 9X contains q 
the lemma is proved. 
When ‘p n E,, = 1, we have shown in the course of the preceding proof 
that there exists a maximal element Q of VI&,; p) containing ‘$ such that 
N(Q) is a D-group with respect to 2, . Since ‘p is a &,-invariant &-subgroup 
of U, ‘p n (5, is an S,-subgroup of (5, , and hence the assumption ‘p n @,, = 1 
is equivalent to the assumption p $7+&J. Thus as an immediate corollary, 
we have the following lemma: 
LEMMA 6.13. If in Lemma 6.12 p $rr($), then ‘pi can be taken to be a 
maximal element of M(Z,; p). 
We shall also need some special results for those primes p in 0s U o4 
for which an A’,-subgroup Q of U does not contain a subgroup of type 
(p, p, p). By Lemma 8.4 (i) of [II], th is is equivalent to the assertion that 
sPg.Ms(‘p) is empty. Obviously this condition holds for every prime in 0s . 
We shall denote the set of primes in a4 with this property by a,‘. 
LEMMA 6.14. Let p E u3 U a,, and let v  be an element of VI(Z,; p) such 
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that 9 = N(‘P) is a D-group with respect to 2, , and such that ‘Q $ C,(Xi), 
i = 0 or 1. Assume .further that Y%?Ms(Cu(T)) is empty fey some T in Z@. 
Then 
(i) The characteristic of $j is either 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, p, OY p”, OY else 
JjiO(B) is isomorphic to A, 
(ii) I f  C,(T) is cyclic OY if C%(T) zs metacyclic and C,(Z i) # 1, then the 
characteristic of $ is 3, S,7, orp or else $J/O($j) is isomorphic to A,, P.YL(2,9), 
OY PGL(2, 9) and p ++ 3. Furthermore, if C$(T) is cyclic, Sj/O($) is not iso- 
morphic to A, 
(iii) Suppose p is an S,-subgroup of O(B) and that either p # 3 OY that 
$s3/0($) is not isomorphic to Al7 OY is not of clzaractevistic /I OY 13. Then ‘Q is a 
maximal element of VI(Tj; p) and p E uQ u c4’. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.12, there exists an element ‘p # 1 in VI(&; p) such 
that $J = N($$) is a D-group with respect to Xi If  $3 is chosen of maximal 
order with this property, then ?, is an A’,-subgroup of O(B) by Sylow’s 
theorem. But then ‘Q $ &, by Lemma 6.11. This shows that there exists an 
element ‘Q in VI(Z~; p) satisfying the first condition of the lemma. For defini- 
teness, assume i = 0. Let T, , T2 , T:, be the involutions of X, and let 
9 = ql$aqa = (130(p1’~2’$p3’ be the X,-decompositions of !l3. Then (12 1 go. 
Since the subgroups *vi are cyclically permuted by an element of N,,(Z,), 
P,’ f  I, i = 1, 2, 3. Furthermore, since N%$((P,) r) Cp,, , C,j’pa) + 1 by 
Lemma 1 .l This forces $$, to be cyclic, otherwise ‘vi would contain a sub- 
group of We (P, P, P), i = I, 2, 3, contrary to the fact that Y’&.MJC$(T)) 
is empty for some T in I:,#. 
Suppose first that $I? does not possess a noncyclic characteristic abelian 
subgroup. Then by (3.5) of [II], $3 is the central product of a cyclic group 
and an extraspecial p-group. Since Z(cJ3) 4 5, Z, must centralize Z(p), and 
hence Z(v) = !l3,, Furthermore, since SP%‘JV:~(‘J~~) is empty, it follows at 
once that each ‘$Ji is the central product of ‘$3a and an extraspecial group of 
order p”. Thus 9 = $j$, is elementary of order p6. If  ,zO denotes the image 
of Z, in 5 = $j‘$O, then C,(z,,) = 1, and hence R ::: ker (5 - A4ut 9) is 
contained in O(s). Thus E/R is faithfully represented on 53, regarded as a 
vector space of dimension 6 over GF(p). But now (i) follows from Lemma 
3.5 (i). Furthermore, the assumptions of (ii) are not satisfied in this case, and 
hence (ii) holds vacuously. 
Suppose next that ?J contains a noncyclic characteristic abelian subgroup K 
We may clearly assume that K is elementary. If  K = K,K,K, = (5,O,‘K:,‘E,’ 
are the X,-decompositions of 0, our conditions imply that j K0 / < p, 
1 K,’ / <pz, and if 1 h,’ 1 E-2, then Kt, = 1. Thus /a / =p3, p4, or p”. In 
particular, if the assumptions of (ii) hold, then / K 1 7 p3 or P4. Set 
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R = ker (sj -+ Aut 0). Then fl c O(s), and .$/A is faithfully represented on 
a regarded as a vector space over GFfp). But now (i) and (ii) follows from 
Lemma 3.5. Thus (i) and (ii) hold in all cases. 
Finally, to prove (iii), suppose 9 is an ~~-subgroup of O(g) and assume 
that ~~O{~) is not isomo~hic to A,, is not of characteristic 11 or 13, or that 
p f 3. In the first case, $/O($) is isomorphic to P&X(2, q) or PGL(2, q), 
where q = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, p, orpz by (i) and Lemma 3.3 (i). But in any of 
these cases, it follows from Lemma 3.1 (iii) and (vii) that O@j) contains a 
maximal element of VI&,; p). Thus ‘$ is a maximal element of X5(%,; p), 
and hence is also a maximal element of Yr(q;p). Rut then qpi is an S,-sub- 
group of C( TJ, i = I, 2, 3, by Lemma 6.1. Since P%&V8((pd) is empty, we 
conclude that p E CT~ U 0:. On the other hand, if B/O($) is isomorphic to 
to A, , but p # 3, it follows from Lemmas 3.2 (iv) and 3.1 (iii) that a maximal 
element of VI&X,; p) lies in O(5), and we reach the same conclusion. Thus 
(iii) holds. 
LEMMA 6.15. Let p f dh). Then 
(i) 1f R is a subgra24p of (F, which co&aim an e~~~ta~ s~~~o~~ of order 
p4 and also sat~s~es~ E n(O( S)), then O(A) contaim a s~g~oup of type (p, p, p). 
(ii) Aa S~-s~~gro~~ of U contains a subgroup B of type I$, p) suclz that 
~O~C(3)) possesses a subgroup of type (p, p, p) for each 3 in 9”. 
Proof. Suppose (i) is false, and choose R to violate (i) in such a way that 
j O(R) 1?1 is maximal, and subject to this condition, minimize 1 R 1. Clearly 5% 
is a D-group. By taking a suitable conjugate of R, we may suppose that si 
is a D-group with respect to Zi , i =I 0 or 1. For definiteness, assume i = 0. 
If Fp is a &-invariant S,-subgroup of O(9), then si = O(g) Nail) by 
Sylow’s theorem. Thus R = NR( g) by our minimal choice of 1 R 1, and hence 
‘$ -ZJ R. Suppose !@ Q @, . Then, as in the preceding lemma, !@ is either the 
central product of a cyclic group and an extra-special group of order p7, or 
else ‘$3 contains a noncyclic characteristic elementary abelian subgroup (r, 
of order p3, pa, or ps. In either case, p contains a subgroup of type (p, p, p), 
contrary to our choice of a. Thus ‘p s @.!, . 
Let 1/3, be a h-invariant SD-subgroup of 21 containing 9. Since p E 5;, !j? 
must be cyclic; otherwise ‘& contains a subgroup of type (p, p, p) by Lemma 
1 .I _ But R possesses an elementary subgroup of order ~4, and hence si/O( R) 
possesses an elementary subgroup of order ps. But then by Lemma 3.3 (i) 
and (v), R must have characteristic pn with n 2 3. 
Let 6 = N(p), let @* be a ~“invariant &-subgroup of O(a) and set 
$* = N(!@*), By Lemma 3.1 (viii), sj has characteristic pm with m > tt. 
Since $j = O(B) N$($*> by Sylow’s theorem, it follows for the same reason 
that $* has characteristic pr with r 3 m. Thus Y > 3. Furthermore, by 
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Lemma 6.11, 13” $ (5, . But p E G*‘, and hence ~~~~~(C~*(~,)) is empty. 
But now Lemma 6.14 (i) yields a contradiction. Thus (i) holds. 
We now prove (ii). It follows from Lemmas 6.11 and 6.12, as at the begin- 
ning of the proof of the preceding lemma, that there exists an element ‘Q 
in M(2,; p) such that $ =.. N(y) is a D-group with respect to T, , y  is an 
&-subgroup of O(S), and $ $ (5” In view of the preceding argument, it 
will s&lice to show that C&T,) possesses a subgroup S of type (p, p) such 
that C,(B) contains an elementary subgroup of order p4 for each B in 8#. 
Since p E CI~‘, ‘@ is either the central product of a cyclic group and an extra- 
special group of order pi or else $9 contains a noncyclic characteristic elemcn- 
tarp abelian subgroup K and / a / = p3, pJ, or p5. In the first case, Z(q) G CF, , 
and we can choose B to be any subgroup of C&T,) of type (p, p) containing 
.Q,(Z(!l.J)). On the other lland, if i 0 I == p* or pF, then / C,(I;) 1 = pa, and 
we can take Cs(7;) for QS. 
Suppose finally that / (5 / :=: p3. In this case, 0 f? B, :- 1, and i C&(T,) / =y. p. 
Since Z(st;> n or ~4 $J and 13 is a D-group with respect to ‘2,, it follows that 
K G Z($Q). Hence if C~(‘T,) is noncyclic, we can take b to be any subgroup 
of type (p, p) in C,(T,). On the other hand, if C$(Ti) is cyclic, it folfows 
from Lemma 6.14 (ii) and (iii) that Q is a maximal element of H(X,; p). But 
then C%(‘1”,) is an S,-subgroup of U and p E (us , contrary to assumption. 
LEMiVA 6. ]I 6. Let $x3, be an G-inmYia?lt s,-subgroup of u for p in 
o3 v  0.;. (f p E uq’, assme also that PI is metacyclic and that $3, n Ei $; I, 
i = 0 or 1 .Let ‘$3 be an element of ‘VI{&; p) ?~~a~~~a~ord~ such that $ = N(3) 
is a D-group with respect to Zi , and let $ be an S,-subgroup of 5. Then 
(if $ z’s an S,-szkbgroufi of 8. 
(ii) f2,(!@) is e~e?nenta~y of order p3 if p E o3 and qf order p4 if p E o,‘, and 
Q,(~T) is the only elementary subgroup of its order in v, 
(iii) rf Sz is a ~~~~~0~~ of CEi containing Q,(‘p) and such that p E ~(O(~)), 
then !2,($3) S O,.,,,(O(R)). 
Proof. By our maximal choice of ‘$, HIS is an $-subgroup of O@), and 
hence !$s $ Bi by Lemma 6.11. As usual, assume i = 0 and T, , T, , T, are 
the involutions of I, By hypothesis, the assumptions of Lemma-6.14 (ii) 
hoid. It follows therefore from Lemma 6.14 (ii) and (iii) that 9 is a maximal 
element of X(X,,; p), and hence that Cq(7’,) is an SD-subgroup of U. Wthout 
loss we may assume that ‘$, = C%(T,). I f  Cp = Cp,p2’@, = ~o~1’~2’~a’ 
denote the ~~-decon~positio~s of p, our conditions imply that IfJo and pi’ are 
cyclic, that ‘pi f  1) and that !&’ u ‘vi, i = 1, 2, 3. We shall first establish 
the following facts: the complex ‘$* = ~$$“&‘$s is a normal subgroup of 
+@, fz,((p*) c 3 = ~~(Z(~)), and Q = Q,(rp) = Qi(%) x Q,(F*) is ele- 
mentary of order p3 or p4 according asp E ua or p E (T*‘. 
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The proof will be by induction on 1 !$ I. It will suffice to show that 3 $ 9, , 
for assume this to be the case. Then if 3 = 3031’32’33’ denotes the 2,- 
decomposition of 3, we have 1 3i’ I = p, i = 1, 2, 3. Set 3* = 31’3f’33’ 
and %:,g = Z,(p/3*. Th en if q* and go denote the images of ‘p* and ‘p,, 
in q, we conclude by induction that q* is a normal subgroup of p, that 
.Q,($*) = Qr(Z(Q*)), and that Q,(g) = Qr(Q,) x Q,(g*). Since 3* G Q*, 
it follows at once that ‘$J* is a normal subgroup of VP. Furthermore, if D, L2* 
denote the inverse images of Q,(g) and Q,(‘$*) respectively in ‘p, we 
have fir(v) = D,(Q) and Q,(!$*) = ~‘&(a*). If Q* = 3*, then clearly 
sZi(‘p*) = 3”. On the other hand, if Q* 13*, then a* n !&’ is cyclic of 
order pz, i = I, 2, 3. Since cl(Q*) < 2 and p is odd, it follows that 
.$(a*) = 3*. Hence Qi(,P*) = 3* in this case as well. Since cl(a) < 2, 
it also follows that Q = Q,(y) = J&(Q) = Ql((p,,) x 3*. Since CpO is cyclic 
by hypothesis, we see that / 52 1 = p3 or p4 according asp E era or u4’. 
Thus to complete the proof of the desired assertions, we need only derive a 
contradiction from the assumption 3 c p0 . Let !-?3 be a &-invariant normal 
subgroup of !P of type (p,p). S ince VP0 is cyclic, !&’ n 23 # 1 for some 
i = 1, 2,3, say i = 1. Set b, = !&’ n %. Since 8r $ Z(g), there must 
exist an element X in either VP0 or $$‘, j = 1,2, or 3 such that y!&(X) = 3. 
But b c ‘$Jr , and consequently !$?a’ and (pa’ centralize b by Lemma 1.1. 
Furthermore, since !&’ is cyclic by hypothesis, vr centralizes b, . This 
forces X E ‘$J, . But !&, normalizes 8, . Since 1 !B3, / = p, it follows that $$, 
and, in particular, X, centralizes 8r , a contradiction, 
Using these results, we shall now establish the lemma. 
By Lemma 6.14 (ii), J$ has characteristic 3, 5, 7, or p, or else sj/O($) is 
isomorphic to A,, PSL(2, 9), or PGL(2,9) and p f 3. It follows therefore 
from Lemmas 3.1 (i) and 3.2 (i) that I $ : !Q I < p. If St = ker (8 -+ Aut 3), 
then R s O(5) and 5 = $~/-ci is a D-group in which O,(B) = 1. Since $! 
is faithfully represented on 3, regarded as a vector space over GFp), it follows 
from Lemma 4.2 that 5 is a p-stable linear group. Hence if X is any element 
of @ - ‘$, the minimal polynomial of the linear transformation induced on 3 
by X has degree at least 3. Hence if p E aa , 1 C,(X) / = p, and if p E a,‘, 
/ C,(X) I < p2. Since I ‘$ : ‘p I < p, it follows that C,(X) does not contain 
an elementary subgroup of order p3 if p E oa , and does not contain an elemen- 
tary subgroup of order p4 if p E u4’. We conclude therefore that .Q is the unique 
elementary subgroup of its order in $. Thus (ii) holds. Furthermore, 
52 char (8. 
Set 2 = N(Q). Since !Q is a maximal element of VI(Z,;p), $I n O(2) is an 
S,-subgroup of O(O), and we can apply Lemma 6.14 (ii) once again to con- 
clude that 2 has characteristic 3, 5, 7, or p, or else .$/O(s) is isomorphic to 
A, , PGL(2,9), or PSL(2,9) and p # 3. But in any of these cases, O(a) 
necessarily contains a maximal element of VIa(Z,; p). Thus !# 5 O(e). Since 
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2 = O(Q) NQ($J) and L! contains $, we see that $8 is an SD-subgroup of 2. 
Since Q char g, it follows that $ is an SD-subgroup of 8. 
We turn now to the proof of (iii). I,et R be a subgroup of 6 containing Q 
in which p E n(O( si)). Let 3 be an SD-subgroup of Ji containing Q, and set 
D = % n O,...(O( R)). By (ii) Q is the only elementary subgroup of its 
order in an S,-subgroup of 8 containing 5, and hence Q char 3. Since R 
is abelian, it follows that y?DQ” m: 1. But R is p-stable by Proposi- 
tion 6. It will suffice therefore to show that C,(a) G O(R). For if this 
is the case, C,,(p) G O,.,11(O(R)) by Lemma 1.2.3 of [/7] and hence 
O,(N,(D)/W,(D)) m-m I. But then B i X,,(D) G O,,,(O(R)) since Q is 
p-stable. 
Thus to complete the proof of the lemma, we need only show that 
C&3) 2 O(R). If  p t Ua , this follows from Lemma 6.10 (ii) since 
YDO,1(R) (1 R. Hence we may assume that p l u4’, and that T, G C(Z*) for 
some four subgroup 1” of R. Let %* be a x*-invariant SD-subgroup of 
O(R) containing a. Suppose D* $ C(X*). Then by Lemma 1.3, C,*(B) $ 3. 
But this is impossible, since C,*(D) G 3 by Lemma 1.2.3 of [/7]. Thus 
a* C C(%*). On the other hand, ~ Q / = p3 by (ii), and hence a* contains a 
subgroup of type (p,p, p) by Lemma 6.15 (i). Since D* CC(Z*) and 6 
has only one class of involutions, we conclude that U = O(C(T,)) contains 
a subgroup of type (p, p, p), contrary to the fact that p E uI’. 
7. THE SET OF TAME PRIMES 
In [15] we have established a number of theorems concerning the maximal 
subgroups of a simple group @r which contain a given SD-subgroup of 8 for 
certain of the odd primes in n(s). It will be our aim in the balance of Part II 
to apply these results in conjunction with Proposition 2 in order to show that 
the sets q and (sq are empty. In the present section we prepare the way for 
this undertaking by showing tlrat the primes in ~:r u (r4 satisfy the various 
hypotheses of these theorems. The reader is referred to section 2 of [f.5] 
where exact statements of these theorems arc given and where the necessary 
supporting concepts are introduced. 
LEMMA 7.1. Ifp E uz3 u u3, then .Y%TN3(p) is nonempty. 
Proof. Let ‘Q be an element of M(Z,; p) of maximal order such that 
$ = N(v) is a D-group with respect to 2,; then ‘@ exists by Lemma 6.12, and 
‘Q $ (5-, by Lemma 6.11. Hence if T, , 7’, , T, denote the involutions of X0 and 
$3 = $lI(p2!& = ~o$i1’$32’~3’ are the X,-decompositions of $$ then 9 3 !&, 
and gt’ # 1, i = 1, 2, 3. Hence if ‘vi is cyclic, then ‘$$, = 1 and *Vi’ = ‘$+ , 
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i = 1, 2, 3, and it follows that Q,(Z(Cp)) is of type Cp, p, p). Suppose, on the 
other hand, that Cp, is noncyclic. Since C,;($$) # 1 for i = 2 or 3, by 
Lemma 1.3, we conclude at once that $J contams a subgroup of type (p, p, p). 
The lemma now follows from Lemma 8.4 (i) of [II]. 
LEMMA 7.2. If p E o3 u a, , then 8 is p-constrained. 
Proof. Let !$ be a nonidentity p-subgroup of Q, and let ‘@* be an A’,- 
subgroup of O,,,P(C(p) ‘p). To prove that 8 is p-constrained, we must 
show that C(q*) is solvable, so assume the contrary. Then ‘p* is centralized 
by a four group, which without loss we may take to be 2, . Thus ‘p* E Ea. 
Set K = C(p) ‘p. Since !I.J 5 ‘p*, C(!@*) E 6, and consequently a is non- 
solvable. Thus O(K) = S(K), and hence ‘p* is an S,-subgroup of O,.,,(O(&)). 
Let D be a %,-invariant S,-subgroup of O(0) containing ‘p*. By Lemma 1.2.3 
of [17], C,(Cp*) c Cp*. But now if we consider the &-decomposition 
of 3 and apply Lemma 1 .I, we conclude at once that n c (X0 . Since 
!jI E !Q* c $, , Lemmas 6.10 and 6.11 yield a contradiction. 
REMARK. It will be useful to compare our definition of 
W8) (= %c%N) 
with its customary meaning as the maximal normal p’-subgroup of 5, in 
the light of the concept of p-constraint. Indeed, suppose 5 is a nonsolvable 
D-group such that C,(y) is solvable, where ‘p is an S,-subgroup of 
O,,,,(S($)) = O,.,,(O(&)), and let R be the maximal normal p’-subgroup of 
6. By Sylow’s theorem, ‘p normalizes an &,-subgroup 6* of a, whence 
y’pG* G G* n O(4j) = 1. Therefore G* G C,(Q) c S(a) = O(s), whence 
G* = 1. Thus R c O(e), and hence R = O,,(S($)), which shows that either 
interpretation of O,,(s) leads to the same subgroup of 5. The same is true 
also of O,,,,(B). These same conclusions obviously hold if Jj possesses a 
normal 2-complement or is a solvable D-group. Thus in the presence of 
p-constraint, our definitions agree with the customary ones. These remarks 
are especially pertinent when applying the concepts of p-stability, p-restric- 
tion, and p-reduction. Furthermore, we note that when 5 is a solvable 
D-group and p = 3, an SD-subgroup of O,,,,(O($)) need not be an S,-sub- 
group of O,,,,($) = O,,,,(S($)), but may be of index 3. Finally we observe 
that in all cases the statements p E a(O($)) and p E n(S($)) are equivalent 
for odd p, provided either p # 3 or 5 contains a subgroup of order p2. These 
remarks show that for groups with dihedral S,-subgroups the concepts and 
results of [1.5] can essentially all be stated in terms of O(s) as well as S(s). 
LEMMA 7.3. If p E uQ u u4 , then 8 is p-stable. 
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Proof. According to the definition, 8 will be p-stable if certain proper 
subgroups $ of (5 are p-stable. However, since all proper subgroups of 8 
are either D-groups or possess normal 2-complements, it follows from Pro- 
position 6 that every proper subgroup of Q is p-stable. Thus 8 is p-stable. 
LEMMA 7.4. If  p E o3 v  oq , then 6 is weakly p-tame. 
Proof. In view of Lemmas 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3, it suffices to verify the fol- 
lowing assertion: if 9 is a proper subgroup of 8 such that / O(s) ;p = I, 
and if ‘u is an element of Y’%?Ja(p) which lies in 9, then every element of 
MB(%) lies in O(sj). Set 5 = $jjiO(sj), and let ‘%l be the image of ‘% in 5. Since 
1 O(B) / is prime top and ‘II is an SD-subgroup of C5((21), 3 is an SD-subgroup 
of C$X) and Y%‘JYY(%) is nonempty. To prove the assertion, we must show 
that VI&Z) is empty. But since 5 is a D-group, this follows from Lemmas 
3.1 (vii), 3.2 (v), 3.3 (iv), and 3.3 (v). 
PROPOSITION 10. If  p E o3 u 04, then 6 is p-tame. 
Proof. Let ‘$ be an SD-subgroup of 8, let ?I E .V%K1((u), and let C 
be a nonidentity element of VI(‘@; 9). To prove that 6 is p-tame, we must 
show, in addition to the fact that 8 is weaklyp-tame, that !$J n O@(D)) f 1. 
We remark that since 0 is weakly p-tame, we can use the results of section 4 
of [15]. 
Suppose the desired conclusion is false, and let a be an element of Vl(‘$; y) 
of maximal order for which it does not hold. We shall show that D is a maxi- 
mal element of M(p); 9). I f  not, let a* be a maximal element of M(Q; q) 
containing a. Set Yt := N(Q). Then Q0 = N,*(Q) C 91, a, 1 C, and a, 
is normalized by sp. Since ?I E YVJJ(v) and / O(!R) lp = 1 by assumption, 
the preceding lemma implies that G, c O(S1). But $ normalizes some S,- 
subgroup Q, of O(Y>), and consequently LI, 3 Q. Since 9L = O(J1) %s,(Q,), 
9 n O(Nm(Q,)) = 1 and hence ‘p n O(N(Q,)) = 1, contrary to our maximal 
choice of a. Thus a is a maximal element of Vr(v; q). It follows now from 
Corollary 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 of [/5] that 91, = 0,.(*X,) (%, n ‘Jt), where 
Ytl =-= N(Z(M)), T3 = V(ccl&I); y). 
Since ‘Q n O(Yt) = I and ~‘%?JV.J!Q) is nonempty, 91/O(R) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of PrL(2, t) containing PSL(2, t), t odd, and it follows from 
Lemma 3.3 (iv) that ‘II is the unique element of 9’%‘~Va(!@), and that ‘21 is 
characteristic in every subgroup of !Q containing %. In particular, B = X 
and 91, = N(Z). 
Now let ‘$$ be an element of VI(Z,;p) of maximal order such that 
$ = N($$,) is a D-group with respect to X0 Then Qs, -;t 1 by Lemma 6.12, 
and ‘$a is an SD-subgroup of O(B) by Sylow’s theorem. By taking a conjugate 
of q,, if necessary, we may assume that ‘$,, c ‘p. Furthermore, 1 O,,(s) / 
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is odd, for otherwise 2, c O,.(S) and hence #, c @a, contrary to Lem- 
mas 6.10 and 6.11. Since 8 is weakly p-tame, it follows now from Lemma 3.4 
of [15] that B c ‘pa. Since % char !j3,, , $5 = N(q,) E N(%) = %, . Thus 
%, is a D-group with respect to 2, . 
Finally since !J$ = O&R,) ()x1 n 91), %a’ = Z,x _C !J& n % for some X 
in O,,(%n,), and it follows that lit, n t% is a D-group with respect to 2,‘. Thus 
5% is a D-group with respect to 2,‘. Set 3 = %/O(n) and let %a’, iii be the 
images of 2,’ and %I in 3. Since % n O($Jz) = 1 and % has at least three 
generators, it follows from Lemma 3.1 (ix) that @a’, ‘ii) is nonsolvable. 
But ‘u c O(%,) and hence (%a’, ‘8) is solvable. This contradiction completes 
the proof of the proposition. 
We recall from [II] and [15] that ~a = ~~((5) and r4 = ~~((5) denote the 
set of primes p in n(U) such that sP%?xa( ‘p) is nonempty, !# and $-sub- 
group of 8, and such that M(1)) is respectively nontrivial or trivial. 
We now prove 
PROPOSITION 1 I. 6 is u4 n 7r,-tame. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 10 and the definition of u4-tame, we have 
only to prove that p N q for each pair of primes p, q in a4 n ~a; that is, 
we must show that (5 possesses a {p, q)-subgroup which contains subgroups 
of both types (P, P, P) and (q, q, 4). 
By Lemma 1.4, U contains permutable G-invariant S,- and S,-subgroups 
~pr, a, Let fi = ‘$Q be an G-invariant {p, q}-subgroup of maximal order 
containing !JJiQi . I f  99?~Ka(!lJ) and Y%?JQQ) are both nonempty, then 
p N q. So assume YGsJyj(!Q) is empty. We may also suppose that ‘$ and a 
are each G-invariant. Since p E (T*, !& is not cyclic. Hence if 13 1 VP1 , we 
can consider the &,-decomposition of ‘p, and can then apply Lemma 1.3 
to conclude that C,(vi) $ 9, . But then 13 contains a subgroup of type 
(p, p, p) and hence sP@?J’Za((u) is nonempty, a contradiction. Thus !@ = $$ . 
We shall first show that O,(R) = 1, so assume the contrary. Since p E (sp , 
an G-invariant S,-subgroup ‘p* of O(N(‘$i)) contains VP1 properly. Applying 
Lemma 1.3 once again, we see that C@*(‘p,) 1 ‘pl . Thus N1,*(O,(R)) 1 !&, 
and consequently ‘pr is not a maximal element of VI,(S;p), where 
5 = N(O,(R)). Let ji be a maximal G-invariant (p, q}-subgroup of 5 con- 
taining R. If  5 possesses a normal 2-complement, then si contains an S,- 
subgroup of $5 by Lemma 1.4, whence fi 3 a, contrary to our maximal 
choice of R. On the other hand, if 8 is a D-group, every element of M,&G; p) 
is contained in K = O(a) C,(T) for some involution T in Z(S) by Lemma 
3.6 (vi). I f  1 G 1 > 4, then T is uniquely determined, and (5 contains R as well 
as a maximal element of M@(G; p). Hence if fi is a maximal G-invariant 
(p, q}-subgroup of E containing R, then as above si 1 R, contrary to our 
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maximal choice of R. Suppose then that / G / = 4, in which case G = 2, 
and .$I is a D-group with respect to To If ?‘i , T, , T, are the involutions 
of %a, we have si G Ki = O(sj) C,(T,) f  or some i and a maximal element of 
M$(C*a; p) lies in Kj for some j. But the subgroups Ki , Ka , K:, arc cyclically 
permuted by an element of N,(&,), and consequentlv each ti:i contains a 
maximal element of vl,(Z,;p). This leads to a contradiction as in the case 
/ 6 / > 4. Thus O,(R) = 1, as asserted. 
We shall show next that ‘vi is mctacyclic. Since O,(R) f  I and 9 E o-I , 
the same argument shows that :Y’?YGM~(Q) is nonempty and that Q is a 
maximal element of vI,(‘s; 9), where 2 = N(O&A)). Let Q be an S,- 
subgroup of Q containing G and such that d n 2 is an S,-subgroup 
of 2. By our maximal choice of 52, O,(R) is an ,S,-subgroup of O,,,,(c). 
Since 8 is g-tame, it follows from Lemma 3.4 of [1.5] that O,(R) 
contains an element ‘!I of .Y%?&~(fi). S’ , mce 9 E ~a , it follows therefore from 
Lemma 5.4 of [1.5] that R G \Ji ~~~ N(Z(%)), where % = V(rc&,(Yl); 6). 
Now let Q* he a maximal c/-subgroup such that N(Q”) is a D-group. 
Then Q* ?‘; 1 hv Lemma 6.12, and Q* is an S,-subgroup of O(N(Q*)). 
Without loss, we-may assume that Q n N(Q*) is an .Y,-subgroup of N(Q*). 
But now it follows as in the preceding paragraph that \!I I Q* and hence that 
N(Q*) E 91. Thus :n is a D-group. Since S C !1?, 31 is a D-group with respect 
to either 2, or xi , sav 2, By the maximality of R, v, 6 O(‘31) must be an 
S,-subgroup of O(%), and hence ‘VI n O(Y?) G E,, It follows that 3,, n $Q3, 
is isomorphic to its image in 3 7 %;‘O(%). Since \X is isomorphic to ‘4, or to a 
subgroup of PrL(2, 9) containing P,‘?L(2, q), q odd, it follows from Lemmas 
3.1 (iii), 3.2 (iv), and 3.3 (i) that the subset of C,(F,) inverted hy the involu- 
tions Tz , Fa forms a cyclic group, Ti denoting the image of T, in $3, i I, 
2, 3. We conclude that 2, n ‘@i is a cyclic group. Since 3,) n !& is invariant 
under Q, n p, , 3,) n ‘J& (1 y1 Furthermore, CF,, n +J& must he cyclic, 
otherwise .Y”%Mz(~~,) is nonempty. Thus 12, is metacyclic. 
Now let v* he a maximal &-invariant p-group such that ‘3J1 = = N(p*) is a 
D-group with respect to x0 and let $8 he an S,-subgroup of YJL. TVe have just 
shown that VP1 satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 6.16; hence $ is an S,-suh- 
group of (li and Sz = ,Q,(\@*) is elementary of order p”. Furthermore, v* 
is a maximal element of yI(Z,,; p) by Lemma 6.14 (ii) and (iii). Hence by 
Lemma 6.1, we can assume without loss that ‘vi C Is*. Let B -7 n,($,) 
and let 8 he an element ,Y’%?&‘&$) containing .fj. Since O,(H) -= I, B is 
faithfully represented an O,(R). Let Q,, be a subgroup of O,(R) of minimal 
order which is normalized, hut not centralized hv 8. Then B, f  1, where 
8, = ker (B --z Aut Q,). As % C 8, C(!J&) contains Q, and a. Since 
P E +(C(%J), Q i O,.,.(C(B,)) b, J. ,emma 6.16 (iii). Since % does not 
centralize Q, , 23 does not centralize Q, n 0,,(C(B3,)). Thus q E Z-(O,,(C(&,)). 
Since C(&) contains ‘8, we conclude that Vr(S; q) is nontrivial. 
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Finally let ‘8 be a maximal element in Vr(%i; 9). By Corollary 4.2 of [15], 
we may assume that ‘Jz is normalized by !$‘J. Set ‘Jz, = N(Z(a)), where 
9 = V(ccZ,(%); y). By Lemma 5.4 of [1.5], %i contains m = N($J*), and 
hence 91, is a D-group with respect to 2, . Furthermore, by Lemma 4.2 of 
[15], 8, = O,,(%J (%r n N(s)), and hence N(%) is a D-group with respect 
to 2ax for some X in O&Y&). But now Lemma 6.11 implies that a Zax- 
invariant S,-subgroup of O(N( !?l)) is not contained in C(xox). But then 
O(N(%)) contains a subgroup of type (q, q, 4). Since N(‘R) 3 ‘p,*, p N q, and 
the proposition is proved. 
In order to be able to apply Theorem E of [15], we need one further result 
concerning the sets &‘J$), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, ‘g being an SD-subgroup of 0, for 
p in cr4 
LEMMA 7.5. Let p E op, and let ‘p be an element of M(Z,; p) of maximal 
order such that 5 = N(q) is a D-group with respect to Xi , i = 0 or 1. If $8 
is an S,-subgroup of 8 such that $ n $ is an S,-subgroup of $j, then C&T) 
contains an element of d4((g) for each involution T in Xi . 
Proof. Assume i = 0, let T, , T, , T, be the involutions of 2,) and let 
‘$ = (piQa(pa = (p,,~1’(p2’~j3’ be the &-decompositions of ‘p. Since every 
subgroup of !j3 of type (p, p, p) is contained in da(p), and since the subgroups 
‘!& are cyclically permuted by an element of N,(%,), the lemma follows if any 
‘$ contains a subgroup of type (p, p, p); so assume the contrary. Thusp E 04’. 
By definition, &r(Q) is the set of subgroups $a of $ which contain an 
element of Y%?JQ\p) and J$($), i = 2, 3, 4, is the set of subgroups $,, 
of ‘$ which contain a subgroup $, of type (p, p) such that C?(X) contains 
an element of &,( $) for each X in $r#. Since p E u4’, it follows as in Lemma 
6.14 that either Q,( ‘p) is extraspecial of order p7 or Q contains a characteristic 
elementary abelian subgroup (5. of order p3, p4, or p6 with %,-decompositions 
K = K,K$, = KoK:l’c12’03’, where iK,i<p, jQI<p2, i=l, 2, 3 and 
K,, = 1 if j Oi’ 1 = p2. Assume first that 0 exists, in which case K E dJ(‘$). 
I f  1 Ki / = pz, then $ E d4(‘g), i = 1, 2, 3. On the other hand, if 1 (5, / = p, 
then j K / = p3, and it follows that K E Z(g). Since (5 is p-tame, Lemma 3.4 
of [25] implies that !$ contains an element ‘u of 9’%~Ka($). Since ‘u is an 
S,-subgroup of C(‘u), K c ‘11, whence 0. E d2(@). We conclude in this case 
that every subgroup of !& of type (p, p) lies in &a(‘$). Thus the lemma holds 
if ‘$ contains a noncyclic characteristic abelian subgroup. 
Suppose then that 3 = Q,(q) is extra-special of order p7. Then if 
2, = DrD,Da is the %,-decomposition of D, Di is extraspecial of order p3. 
Since 2l G VP, there exists a subgroup B of ‘u of type (p,p) containing 
.si,(Z(Cp)). Since I CD(b) 1 = p6, j C,i(?8) I >, p2, i = 1, 2, 3, and hence 
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C,*(B) contains a subgroup %i of type (p, p) for each i. Since ‘% E .G&(‘@), 
%i E d3(ql), i = 1, 2, 3, and the lemma is proved. 
8. I'IIE UNIQUENESS CONDITION AND THE 
SET OF PRInlEs oJ n 7r4 
We are now in a position to apply the main results of [1.5]. Let p E ~a u ra 
and let $ be an S,-subgroup of 8, and assume that 6 satisfies the conclusion 
of Theorem E of [1.5] for the prime p. Then there exists a unique subgroup VJI 
of 8 which is maximal subject to the conditions $8 s 9J1 and $ n O(5J-R) # 1. 
Moreover, if R is a subgroup of 6 such that Ji n $8 contains an element 
of &‘A((@) and such that p E 17(0(R)), th en 52 c ?IJ~. If  this is the case, we 
shall say that 6 satisfies the uniqueness condition for the priwze p. We note that, 
in view of Theorems D and E of [IS], th’ 1s will in fact be the case if p E rTTq 
and 6 is strongly p-tame. 
We now prove 
PROPOSITIOK 12. If p t (T*, then 8 does not satisfy the uniqueness con- 
dition for p. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, and let ‘p be an element of VI(Z,,; p) of 
maximal order such that .$j = N(Q) is a D-group with respect to 2, . Let 
$ be an $,-subgroup of @ such that $ r\ 9 is an S,-subgroup of 5. Let !JlJ1 
be the unique subgroup of 8 which is maximal subject to the condition 
$ E !%I1 and $ n O(\JJl) # 1. By Lemma 7.5, C&T) contains an element of 
da($) for each involution Tin 2, Since 6 satisfies the uniqueness condition 
for p by assumption, this implies that both 5 and C(T) are contained in 9X. 
Suppose 1 6 i > 4. Let pi be an element of Vl(~,;p) of maximal order 
such that Ii = N(\&) is a D-group with respect to 1, . Let $3, be an S,- 
subgroup of 8 such that $r n .$r is an S,-subgroup of 5, Then as above 
there exists a subgroup ‘IJ1, of 8 with ‘pi n O(!$) # 1 which contains $, 
and also contains C(T) for each T in I, #. In particular, !JJl f? YJt, contains 
C( T,), where 1’, is the central involution of 6. Since C,(T,) contains an 
element of db($), it follows that !JJ+ G $%R. Thus W is a D-group with respect 
to X1 as well as 2, , and hence %R possesses no normal subgroups of index 2 
by Lemma 2.1. The same conclusion clearly also holds if / 6 1 = 4. Since %U 
contains C(T,), we can therefore apply Proposition 2 to conclude that 8 
is isomorphic to PSL(2, 5) and that U = 1, contrary to the fact that p E n(U). 
Our aim in the balance of this section will be to show that the set (Jo n nq 
is empty. Let p E c4 n mTTq . Since 8 does not satisfy the uniqueness condition 
condition for p, the hypotheses of Theorems D and E of [15] do not hold, 
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and hence 8 is not strongly p-tame. Since 8 is p-tame by Proposition 9, we 
see that 8 is either not p-restricted or not p-reductive. We conclude therefore 
from Propositions 7 and 8 that 6 possesses a D-subgroup 5, of characteristic 
pn with n > 1. In order to treat this case, we shall establish a modified form 
of the uniqueness condition for p. We shall show, in fact, that if Z is a four 
subgroup of 8 and ‘p is a maximal element of VI(Z;p), then there exists a 
unique maximal subgroup Y.R of 6 containing 9%. Furthermore, we shall 
show by analogy with Theorem E of [15], that !!X is the unique maximal sub- 
group of 6 containing $$,Z, where ‘p,, is any Z-invariant subgroup of Cp 
with certain well-defined properties. 
In order to prove these results, we must first establish extensions of the 
results of sections 10 and 11 of [1.5]. The results of these sections depend 
critically upon the existence of elementary p-subgroups 3, and Da of 6 
of orders p3 and p2 respectively which have the property that y2C(D) IDi = 1 
for all D in D)i# and i = 1, 2. Because of this condition, it is possible to 
control the weak closure of ai in certain p-subgroups of 8. For this reason, 
we shall call any elementary p-subgroup 3 of 6 of order p3 or p2 which satis- 
fies this condition a weakly imbedded p-subgroup of 6. 
We begin with two preliminary lemmas which we shall need. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let R be a nonsolvable D-subgroup of 6 containing Zi , 
i = 0 or 1, such that O,.(R) = 1 and O,(R) # 1, and let ‘!J3 be a maximal ele- 
ment of VI,(&; p). Let 3 be a nontrivial subgroup of O,(R) and let 9 be the 
largest normal subgroup of R which centralizes 3. Then the following holds: 
(i) Assume B Q. O(R). Then R = Q?si, , where RI is a subgroup of R 
containing 0( R)‘$& and possessing a normal 2-complement. 
(ii) Assume II? c O(R), O,(R/EO,(R)) = 1, and fi is a D-group of 
characteristic p*. Then there exists a subgroup RI of 52 with the following pro- 
perties: 
(a) ~3~ I> 0( R)pZ, and R, possesses a normal 2-complement. 
(b) 024%) = O,(% and 0,(%/~0,(%)) = 1. 
Proof. For definiteness, assume i = 0. We first prove (i). Set 
R = R/O(R), and let 3, & , g be the images of 2, 2, , and y  respectively 
in RI. Then 2 4 R and 5 # 1. Hence if 3 is isomorphic to A, , we have 
5 = W and fi = f?O(fi). But then (i) holds with a, = O(R)p%, . Thus we 
may suppose that R is isomorphic to a subgroup of PlYL(2, q), q odd, con- 
taining PSL(2,q). Let 2, be the normal subgroup of R which is isomorphic 
to PSL(2,q). Since E Q 3, and SE is nonsolvable, we have 2, 5 5. Set 
5 = O(C#,)). By L emma 3.3 (i), 2,s has index at most 2 in A and 
2, n 8 = 1. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.3 (ii), p n E, is a maximal element 
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of vI-1(%,r; p) and Q = (9 n L’,) (Q n 3). Now Y@ n 3, c C,(T) for some 
involution i; in %a by Lemma 3.1 (vii). Hence if we set 3, = Cs(r), we see 
-F- -- that R, contains ,P, z, and &, If  2, Q 5,) then R = QioZ, = ei-K, . On 
the other hand, if T, G E, , then C,(T) contains an &-subgroup of R by 
Lemma 3.1 (iii) and we reach the same conclusion. Since P, 5 3, (i) follows 
at once with A, equal to the inverse image of g, in si. 
We turn now to (ii). Let the notation be as above. By hypothesis, E, is 
isomorphic to PSL(2, p”). Hence $3 n E, = 1 by I,emma 3.1 (vii). Thus 
!$ E 8. Let T be an involution in To n 2, , set 3, = C,(r), and let Ji, 
be the inverse image of 3, in A. JVe shall show that fir has the required 
properties. Clearly R, contains O(A)‘& and has a normal 2-complement, 
so that (ii-a) holds. 
By Lemma 3.1 (iii), R, n 3, is a primary subgroup of gr and 1 3i, n cl / 
is prime to p. Furthermore, if 93 # 1, Lemma 3.3 (ii) show-s that g norma- 
lizes, but does not centralize 8, n 2, Thus 0,(-G,) = I, and consequently 
O,(si,/O( R)) = 1. Thus O,( Jir) E 0( si). Since 0( si) E R, and 
O,(R) = O,(O( si)), it follows that O,(R) = O,( R,). Furthermore, 2 G O(R) 
and O,($/PO,(R)) = 1 by hypothesis. We conclude that 
O,( R,/20,( 53,)) c O,(O( R):‘20,( H)) = O,( !$EO,( R)) = I . 
Thus (ii-b) also holds. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let p E o1 n r4 , let si be a proper subgroup of 8 containing 
q,i =o OY 1, and let ‘$3 be a maximal element of M,,(2,; p). Assume that at 
least one of the folloxing conditions holds: 
(i) O,.(R) = 1 and v  n O(R) $ C(T) for any ivwolution T in I:i . 
(ii) O,,(R) = 1 and C,(T) $ Ei n ‘$ for any inaolution 1’ in 2, 
(iii) p is a maximal element of M(3,; /I). 
(iv) ‘$* = 13 n O,,.,,,(A) + I and $I* isan S,-subgroupofO,,,,(N(~*)). 
Then O,,(R) = I, O,,(R) # 1, C,(O,(fi)) G O,(Q), and O,,.,,(S) E O(YL), 
where 91 = N(O,(R)). 
Boof. For definiteness, assume that i =L 0, and let Tr , To , T, be the 
involutions of iT, . Suppose first that (i) holds. Then !J? n O(R) # 1 and 
hence O,( 9) f  1. Set 2 : C,,(O,( R)) and suppose 2 $ O(R). Let G* be an 
S,-subgroup of si containing 2, . Since 2 4 H, G* n 2 4 G* and 
G* n 9 f  1. Hence Z(S*) n Q f  1. If  G* 1 2, , then Z(G*) has order 2 
and Z(G*) C &, whence 1, n 5? f  1. I f  6* == I,, the same conclusion 
obviously holds. Let Tj t X0 n f?!. Since O,,(R) = 1 and 7; centralizes 
O,(R), it follows from Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2.3 of [17] that T, centra- 
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lizes Q n O(R), contrary to hypothesis. Thus C,(O,(R)) E O(R), and 
consequently C&(0,(A)) c O,(R) by Lemma 1.2.3 of [17]. Finally, set 
x = N(O,(R)). If O,.,,(8) $ O(R), then 1 O,,(E) 1 is even and hence 
T+ E O&R) for some i. Since !@ c $2, Ti is forced to centralize ‘p, contrary 
to assumption. 
Suppose next that (ii) holds. Let @ = $$,~~1’~pz’~3’ be the X0-decomposi- 
tion of G@. Then by assumption ‘pi f 1, i = 1, 2, 3. It follows from Lemma 
3.6 {vi) that .Qi’ 5 O(R) for at least two values of i. But this implies that 
3 n O(W Q C(T,) f or any j = 1, 2, 3, and the lemma follows from (i). 
Suppose (iii) holds. Then v is an SD-subgroup of O,,,*(N((P)). Since 
p E Go , 6 is p-tame by Proposition 10. It follows therefore from Lemma 3.4 
of [IS} that s@ contains every element of Y%&($), where $ is an S,- 
subgroup of (li containing an SD-subgroup of N(Q). Since p E rr4 , Corollary 
4.3 of [Z5] implies that O,,(R) = 1. Furthermore, by Lemmas 6.11 and 6.12, 
there exists a p-subgroup % in 8 such that $j = N(%) is a D-group with 
respect to 2, and such that % $ &, . By Lemma 6.1, we can choose % to lie 
in !& since 13 is a maximal eIement of VI(S;p). Let R = %0%2,‘%,‘%,’ 
be the Zo-decomposition of %. Then Y$’ # 1 for some i. But .$ is a D-group 
with respect to .&, and hence the subsets +X1’, $X2’, %s’ are cyclically permuted 
by an element of Ns(Z,). Hence &’ f 1 for each i. Since R c 9, it follows 
at once that CV(Ti) Q Es n ‘p f or any i = 1,2,3. Case (iii) of the lemma now 
follows from (ii). 
Finally assume (iv) holds. Then by hypothesis, v* = ‘$ n O,,,@(R) f 1 
and is an SD-subgroup of O,,,,($*), where 8” = N($3*). Applying Lemma 
3.4 of [15] once again, we see that Q* contains every element of 9Y5’Xs($)9 
where $ is an S,-subgroup of (5 containing an S,-subgroup of &*, and again 
Corollary 4.3 of [ 1.51 implies that O,,( 8) = 1. Suppose !I3* C C( Ti) for some 
i, say i = 1. Let a be a maximal element of %‘I(\&,,; p) containing Fp* and let 
Q = Q,Q,Q, = x&G?~‘&‘X& be the X,-decompositions of Q. The argument 
of the preceding paragraph shows that Qi’ f 1, i = 1, 2, 3. Hence a, C Q 
and Q’ 0 N(Q) 5 1 for i = 2 or 3, say i = 2. But a, n N(Q) centralizes 
a1 by Lemma 1.1, and consequently centralizes p*, since Fp* 5 Q, . Thus 
i;ll,’ n N(Q) c $*. But C,*(p*) is solvable since 8 is p-constrained and 
v* is an :i,-subgroup of O,*,,($*). It follows therefore from Lemma 1.2.3 
of [17] that (;=1,’ n N(Q) G p*, contrary to the fact that ‘p* E a, . We 
conclude that 13” $ C(T,) f or any i. Hence ‘p n O(R) $ C(T,) for any 
i =: 1, 2, 3, and the lemma follows from (i). 
Our next lemma extends Lemma 10.3 of [IS]. 
LEMMA 8.3. Let A be a subgroup of 8 containing Zi , i = 0 OY 1, such that 
O,,(R) = 1,0,(R) # I and C,(O,( R)) C O,(R). Let ‘p be a maximal element 
of VIR(X,; p), let 3 be a ~0~t~~~~uZ ~~~g~~~~ ofZ(‘@) f? O,(R) and let 2 6e the 
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largest normal subgroup of R which centralizes 3. If R is a solvable D-group, 
assume also that 2 G O(R). Then O,( R/X?) = 1. Furthermore, if D is any 
weakly &bedded p-subgroup of 6, we have 
$1 c ‘$3 n 2 and R =: 2N,(B) = CN,($ n c), 
where B = V(cc&(B); W). 
Proof. For definiteness, assume i .-T 0. Suppose first that f!  .$ O(R). If  R 
is nonsolvable, then by Lemma 8.1 (i), R = 5?Ri , where H, 2 O(R) !IXX,, 
and R, possesses a normal 2-complement. I f  si possesses a normal 2-comple- 
ment, then the same conclusion obviously holds with R :.- R, Set 
& z 2 r\ R, Then by our maximal choice of 2, Ei is the maximal normal 
subgroup of R, which centralizes 3. Furthermore, since ‘4 is a maximal 
element of &(%a; p) and R, possesses a normal 2-complement, $$ is necess- 
arily an SD-subgroup of .R, I,et L,, 1 be the inverse image of O,(R,,‘c!,) in 
H, Then Q,, ---= Ei(cO n !I%). Since 3 c Z($v), 9,, centralizes 3. Since 2” -3 R, , 
& = ,f!r by the maximality of 8, , and hence O,(!$/f?!,) = 1. Since si L!R, 
and .5?, = B n si, , we conclude that O,(R/r3) := 1. 
Now let D be an elementary p-subgroup which is weakly imbedded in 6. 
Since sir is p-restricted and p-stable by Propositions 6 and 7, we can apply 
Lemma IO.3 of [15] to R, to conclude that 52, -: &N5tl(B), where 
B = B(ccl,s(%);~@). Since O,( !A,/&) 1, ‘li is forced to lie in &. But q n itI 
is an SD-subgroup of &, and hence $ n & _ ‘$? n 2. Thus B G ‘@ n 2. 
Finally si, = !&CsJ~ n Oi) by Sylow’s theorem, whence si = EN,(1, n 2). 
Thus the lemma holds when 2 $ O(H). 
We may therefore assume that 2 5 O(R). Let &, be the inverse image of 
O,(R/ti) in R. Since ti c O(U), also c,, E O(R). But !@ n O(S) is an 
SD-subgroup of O(s), and hence f!, m-m e( v  n 2”). Since 3 E Z(q), Co 
centralizes 3. Thus tiO : 0 and O,( .R/c) :- 1 by the maximality of B. Now 
R is p-stable by Proposition 6. Hence if R is also p-restricted, then R satisfies 
the assumptions of Lemma 10.3 of [IS], and we conclude that 51 = fiNn(%), 
where %! = V(ccl,(D); 6) and $J is an S,-subgroup of fi containing ‘@. 
Since O,(R/fi) = 1, this forces 9 to lie in 2. But ‘$ n X! = ‘$ n 2, and hence 
% L ‘1s. Thus 2 s ‘$ n 2 and R =_ fiN,(%). Finally q f? 2 is an SD-sub- 
group of f!  and hence si = QN,(p n 2) by Sylow’s theorem, and again the 
lemma follows. 
So assume finally that R is not p-restricted. Then by Proposition 7, R is a 
D-group of characteristic p+’ with n ; 1. Now O,(R) 5 L! and hence 
O,(R/eO,(R)) = 1. Also 2 s O(R). It follows therefore from Lemma 8.1 (ii) 
that R possesses a subgroup R, containing ‘$%a and having a normal 2-com- 
plement. Set & = C(L1) nZ(O,(R)). Then 3 G & and 2 = CR(&) by 
our maximal choice of 2. Thus B is the largest normal subgroup of R, which 
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centralizes 31 and O,( RI/e) = 1. Since R, possesses a normal 2-complement, 
‘p is an SD-subgroup of R, and R, is p-stable and p-restricted. Furthermore, 
O,.(RJ centralizes O,(R). Since C,(O,( R)) c O,(R) and O,.(R) = 1 by 
hypothesis, it follows that O,.(R,) = 1. Thus we may apply Lemma 10.3 of 
[W to %, and conclude that R, = 5?Na1(%). Once again ‘13 is forced to lie 
in 2. But ‘$ n L! is an SD-subgroup of 2, and hence R = eN,(g n 2) by 
Sylow’s theorem. Since % E 13 n 2, this implies that fi = f?N,(‘I)), and 
the lemma is proved. 
The next lemma generalizes Lemmas 10.1 and 10.2 of [1.5]. 
LEMMA 8.4. Let p E u4 n r4 , let $3 be a maximal element of M(z,; p), 
i = 0 or 1, and let R be a proper subgroup of (s containing $3Xi such that 
R $ N(Z($J)). Let 2 be the largest normal subgroup of R which centralizes 
Z(v), and set 3 = I! n Z(O,(R)). Assume that R satis$es any of the following 
conditions : 
(i) R contains an S,-subgroup ‘9 of 8 such that ‘$ G $ and R isp-restricted 
with respect to 3; if R is a solvable D-group, assume in addition that 2 G O(R). 
(ii) si is a D-group with respect to Zi , R is not p-restricted with respect to 
3, and if R is solvable, then L3 c O(A). 
(iii) Xi G B. 
Then !$I possesses an elementary normal subgroup 2, of order p3 which is weakly 
imbedded in 6. 
Proof. Since p E u4 n n4 and ‘p is a maximal element of vl(&; p), it 
follows from Lemma 8.2 (iii) in each case that O,.(a) = 1 and that 
C,(O,( R)) c O,(R). In particular, Z(p) c O,(R) and hence 3 # 1. Since 
3 4 R and Z(Cp) c 3, it follows from our maximal choice of f? that 
f!  = C,(3). 
Suppose first that (i) holds. Then by Lemma 8.3, O,(R/Q) = 1 and hence 
O,(R/C,(3)) = 1. Furthermore, R is p-restricted with respect to 3 by 
assumption. Hence if ‘$ $ 2, it follows from Lemma 10.1 of [15] that ‘g 
contains an elementary normal subgroup D of order pa such that 
\$:CQ(a)j=pand such that any element of ‘$ - C,(D) is represented 
indecomposably on 3. Since (Ij is p-tame by Proposition 10, it follows from 
Lemma 10.2 of [Z5] that 3 is weakly imbedded in (5. Furthermore, y2’$DD2 = 1, 
and hence y”O,(R) D2 = 1. But 5% is p-stable by Proposition 6. Since 
C,(O,(R)) c O,(R), we conclude that rD G O,(R) E Sp. Thus the lemma 
holds if $? $ f?. 
Assume now that ‘$ G B. If  L! c O(R), then ‘$ n I! is an &-subgroup of 
f? and consequently ‘$ = p. Hence R = QNa((p) by Sylow’s theorem. Since 
B E C(Z(p)) and N(Q) G N(Z(p)), si c N(Z((P)), contrary to assumption. 
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On the other hand, if 2 $ O(R), then by hypothesis, Ji is either nonsolvable 
or else possesses a normal 2-complement. Hence by Lemma 8.1 (i), R = Qs\, , 
where Hi 2 ‘pi& and 52, possesses a normal 2-complement. Since ‘$I is a 
maximal element of M(&; p), ‘$ is necessarily an ,Y,,-subgroup of Q. Now 
Or = I! n R, u !A, and ‘$.J G 2, Thus %, m: &Njl,(p) by Sylow’s theorem, 
and hence R = c’N,,,(y) G N(Z($)), a contradiction. Thus the lemma holds 
if si satisfies (i). 
Assume then that (ii) or (iii) holds. For definiteness, suppose i = 0, and let 
T, , 7’, , T, be the involutions of z,, We shall first show that ‘$ possesses an 
elementary normal subgroup D of order p3 such that / ‘1; : C,(D) p 
and such that any element of v  ~ C,(D) is represented indecomposably on 
3, and with the following additional properties: 
(1) 3, g C*(D) for each I1 in %#. 
(2) ‘1’ -= C.$@) (q) n 9). 
To prove the existence of a subgroup D of $ satisfying these conditions, 
it will suffice to show R possesses a subgroup fir with the following pro- 
perties: 
(a) $I,, E R, and s\, possesses a normal 2-component. 
(b) O,,(R,) = 1. 
(c) O,( RI/Cl) = I, where 9i is the largest normal subgroup of sir which 
centralizes 3. 
(d) \$ $ Q!, and v  : ($? n ?,) (EC, n ‘1;). 
For assume that such a subgroup R, of Ji exists. Then 3, is an S,-subgroup 
of .R, Furthermore, 6, is a p-restricted group by Proposition 7. Set 
.& = 2, n Z(O,(Rsi,)). Since 3 c O,( 53) c 0,(52,), 3 c .jl , and con- 
sequently & + 1. \Ve now apply the definition of a p-restricted group to 
the Sylow p-subgroup ‘$? of R, and conclude that ‘1-1 possesses a normal 
subgroup ‘Q * such that (p/v* is cyclic and such that yW’@” # 1, where 
‘~8 == S,(C,l(p*)). \fT:e choose $* of maximal order satisfying these condi- 
tions. Then clearly ,Is n & c p*. Since v  :m: (‘Q n &) ((5-a n p1-1) by assump- 
tion, it follows that $Q =z g*(E,, n ‘Q). Thus y’%(6$, n ‘$)” f I. Let 
‘B = qpl”%3,‘?mnl,’ be the &,-decomposition of ‘B, and set ‘E$ = ‘S.& for 
convenience of notation. Then @,, n ‘JJ normalizes each!!&‘, i = 0, 1,2,3, and 
consequently y*2$‘(t& n ($3)” f 1 for some j. Since v/q,* is cyclic, ‘u3,’ 
contains a subgroup 3 of order at least pa on which $ acts indecomposably. 
Let 2 be the unique $%-invariant subgroup of p’ of order p3. Then D is an 
elementary normal subgroup of y, j ‘p : C,(D) 1 = p, and every element of 
p ~ C,(D) acts indecomposably on D. Furthermore, if j = 0, 1, centralizes 
a, while ifj = 1, 2, or 3, T, centralizes 3 and Ti inverts D, i + j. It follows 
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therefore that 2, &C*(D) f  or each D in ID#. Thus (1) also holds. Since 
3 E Z(Q3*), G@) 2 9*, and (2) follows from (d). Hence 3 exists satis- 
fying the required conditions. 
We now prove the existence of the required subgroup Rr . Suppose first 
that (ii) holds. Then by Lemma 8.3, O,(Si/B) = 1. Now by assumption R 
is not p-restricted with respect to 3 and fi is a D-group with respect to 2, . 
It follows therefore from Proposition 7 that Ji is of characteristic pn with 
n > 1, that Z(O,( R)) $ E,, , that f!  E O(R) and that 0( %) = e(E, n O(R)). 
Set R = s/O(R) and let 9, 2, be the images of !$3 and 2, in 3. Since Ji is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of PrL(2, pm) containing PSL(2,p”), it follows 
from Lemmas 3.1 (vii) and 3.3 (i) that r$ centralizes 55,) and consequently 
!$ = (‘p n O(R)) ((5, n rp). Since O(s) = f?(E,, n O(R)), we conclude that 
v  = tv n 2) PO n 9). 
Now O,(s) E B c O(R), O,( R/e) = 1, and R has characteristic p@. 
It follows therefore from Lemma 8.1 (ii) that R possesses a subgroup R, 
which contains p&, and has a normal 2-complement. Furthermore, f? is the 
largest normal subgroup of sir which centralizes 3 and O,(%r/e) = 1. 
Thus (a) and (c) hold. Clearly O,,(Ri) centralizes O,(R,) and hence centra- 
lizes O,(R). Hence O,,( R,) s C,(O,(R)) E O,(R), and consequently 
O,.(R,) = 1. Hence (b) holds. Since !j3 = (L! n ‘!$I) (E,, n Sp), the second 
assertion of (d) also holds. Suppose finally that ?, c 2. Since J? c O(R), 
it follows that ‘$ is an S,-subgroup of 9. Hence R = QNa(‘$) and 
R G N(Z(y)), contrary to hypothesis. Thus !@ $ 2, and (d) holds. 
Suppose next that (iii) holds. Then B $ O(si). I f  R is nonsolvable, it 
follows from Lemma 8.1 (i) that R = 91R, , where R, contains ‘$X0 and pos- 
sesses a normal 2-complement. Set g1 = (! n R1 . Then by our maximal 
choice of 2, & is the largest normal subgroup of Rr which centralizes 3. 
Furthermore, since ~,(R/J?) = 1 by Lemma 8.3, we have O,(R,/Q,) = 1. 
Thus fir satisfies (a) and (c), and (b) follows as in case (ii). I f  ‘p c &, then 
Rr = BNal(q) and si = eNA, G N(Z((P)), a contradiction. Thus 
‘PQ 21. Finally since 2, c L! by assumption, 2, G .f!r . Since Qr u R1 
and 2, normalizes ‘p, we have yZ,,‘p E ‘$ n & . But then z,, centralizes 
$J/Sp n 0, , and we conclude that ‘p = (rp n .f!,) (E,, n !Q). Thus (d) holds, 
and sir satisfies the required conditions. If  R possesses a normal 2-comple- 
ment, the same argument applies with or = R. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that si is a solvable D-group. Then by 
Lemma 3.1 (iii) and (vii), p G O(R), and consequently R = O(R) N,(a) 
by Sylow’s theorem. In this case, we set a, = O(R) 2, and let f?r be the 
largest normal subgroup of 52, which centralizes Z(g). Then sir possesses a 
normal 2-complement and O,(&/&) = 1 by Lemma 8.3. Thus (a) and (c) 
hold, and (b) follows once again as in case (ii). I f  ‘p c &, then R, = grNa,((p) 
and R = &Na(p) G N(Z(P)), a contradiction. Thus ‘p $ f?r . Since 
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2 A R1 4 R, , ti n fil E & , and hence 1, G & . We conclude now as in 
the preceding paragraph that p == (13 n 2,) (&$ n Is), and again s\, satisfies 
the required conditions. 
We have thus proved the existence of the desired subgroup D in both 
cases (ii) and (iii). Set 3 * == C,(a). Then 1 1, : n* 1 -: p and yQ(X;” -/- 1 
for any element X in ‘@ ~- I)*. Since $8 is a maximal element of M(d,; p), 
Cp is an S,-subgroup of O,...(N(?))) by Lemma 8.2. Since 8 is p-tame, it 
follows therefore from Lemma 3.4 of [f.5] that v  contains an clement 91 of 
9’%J’ZJ$), where $8 is an S,-subgroup of Q containing an pi ,-subgroup of 
N(v). Since ‘21 4 $‘J, we have y”nV’ = 1 and consequently no element of % lies 
in sJ% - %*. Thus ‘11 c 33*. Furthermore, by (l), ‘p = ~*(e,, n ‘$3). Now we 
have shown in the proof of Lemma 8.2 that the assumptions of Lemma 8.2 (iii) 
imply those of Lemma 8.2 (ii), Hence CB(7’J $ E,, for any i. Since 
54 = a*(@, n v), it follows that C,*(T,) $ E0 for any i : 1, 2, 3. 
Now let D E D# and set (5 = C*(D). Then K contains B* and hence 
contains ‘u. Also K contains 2, by (1). Since p E nTTI, we have O,,(K) ==- 1 
by Corollary 4.3 of [15]. Let !R be a maximal element of V&(1,; p) containing 
‘j3 n K;. Since a* c %, C,,(T?) $ O;, f  or any i := 1, 2, or 3. It follows there- 
fore from Lemma 8.2 (ii) that O,(O) # 1 and that C,(O,(K)) c O,(K). 
Now by Lemma 6.1, any two maximal elements of VI(&; p) have the same 
order. Since a* G 5% and ; $/a* ’ = p, it follows that either !R == v  n 0 
or Q n 0 = IlO*, / 91 : D* ~ =p, and $31 is a maximal element of VI(Z,; p). 
Set sj .= O,(K). I f  9 G 4, then r$jD 5 3, and hence y%jV = 1. On the 
other hand, if & $ ‘8, then ‘@ n K -= B*, and a* has indexp in%, But then 
~$a G D*. Since DD* centralizes Z0,, we conclude that ~$9 ~: I in this case 
as well. But C,(a) G O,(K). Since K is p-stable by Proposition 6, it follows 
from the definition of p-stability that 3 G 5. 
If  9 5 B*, the identity $a2 = 1 follows at once, whence 2, is weakly 
imbedded in 6. We may therefore assume that / 5% : n* / = p. Now 
D(sj) G T)*, and hence I) 5 C,(D(sj)) = .$*. I f  Jj* G n*, then the identity 
$a2 = 1 follows once again. We may therefore assume that $* contains an 
element of $ - (5 n 73*). Now <s@, !R) G N(%*) and s@, ‘H are maximal 
elements of vl(Z,;p). By Lemma 3.6 (i), they are conjugate in N(Z)*). Set 
s* = Q,(Z(D*)). Since T, C 3*, y23*(Xj2 f  1 for any element X in 
s$ ~- D*. Since ‘Q and 5% are conjugate by an element which normalizes 3*, 
the same conclusion holds if X any element of % - a*. It follows at once 
that cZ($*) >, 3. 
On the other hand, if Y1, YZ~ $*, then [Y1, Y,] E g* n [&, $51. Since 
[$, $1 E D(a), we have [Y1 , Y, , Y3] = 1 for all E; , Y2, Y, in .!j*. Thus 
cl(Jj*) < 2, a contradiction. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Our next result is an extension of Lemma 10.4 and Theorem D of [15]. 
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LEMMA 8.5. Let p E oI n n4, let $3 be a maximal element of VI&; p), 
i = 0 or 1, and assume that Fp contains an elementary subgroup 3 of order p3 
which is weakly imbedded in 6. Then 0 possesses a unique maximal subgroup 9.X 
containing ‘p& . 
Proof. As usual, assume i = 0. Let m = V(cc&(T)); Cp), and denote 
by ‘1TD* the subgroup of ‘p generated by its subgroups B which are of index p 
in 3’ for some G in 8. Let R be a proper subgroup of 8 containing ‘pi,, . 
We shall first prove that R = (% n N(X)) (R n N(g)), where (X, 9,) are 
any one of the pairs (Z(g), ‘%B), (Z(Y), 93*), (Z(m*), m). 
Since 6 is p-tame, it follows from Lemma 3.4 of [15] that ‘p contains every 
element of Y%Xa($), where $ is an S,-subgroup of 8 such that ‘$ 17 N(Q) 
is an SD-subgroup of N(‘$). Since p E r4, O,,(R) = 1 by Corollary 4.3 of 
[1.5]. Since ‘p is a maximal element of vI(Z,; p) and p E Us , it follows from 
Lemma 8.2 that O,(R) # 1 and that Ca(O,(-)) c O(R). Since Z(v) c 
C,(O,(R)), Z(v) z O,(R). We can therefore apply Lemma 8.3 with Z(p) 
in the role of 3. Hence if R is not a solvable D-group, we conclude that 
R = X!N,(2?3), where .? is the largest normal subgroup of R which centralizes 
Z(Q). Furthermore, any subgroup 3, of D of order p2 is clearly weakly 
imbedded in (5. Hence by the same lemma, ‘112, = V(ccl,(lD,); p) G Sp n i!. 
But ‘m* is generated by its subgroups E$ with II), of order p2 in D. Since 
R = f?Na(p n 2) by Lemma 8.3, it follows that R = tiNa@*). 
Suppose, on the other hand, that si is a solvable D-group. Then 
!l3 c O(R) and therefore R = O(R) N%(q) by Sylow’s theorem. Hence 
if we set R, = O(R) 2,) $E, s R, and R, possesses a normal 2-com- 
plement. We can therefore apply the preceding argument to fil to obtain 
R, = J?NRI(m) = fiNal(Zn*), where 2 now denotes the largest normal sub- 
group of R, which centralizes Z(p). Since R = RiN,(O) and Na(!@) is 
contained in both N(D) and N(Fm*), it follows that R = ON,@%) = L)N,(m*). 
We conclude therefore in all cases that R = (R n N(X)) (R n N(g)), when 
X = Z( ‘p) and 9 is either m or ‘11)*. 
It remains therefore to treat the case X = Z(%?*), 9 = m. Since Z(%?*) 
is an abelian normal subgroup of p and O,(R) c ‘$$ we have 
y20p( R) z(2B*)2 = 1. 
Since R is p-stable by Proposition 6 and since Ca(O,( R)) s O,(A), it follows 
that Z((m*) s O,(R). Set 2 = C,(Z(m*)), and suppose that R f  cN,(%B). 
Since ‘EJ is generated by all conjugates of the elementary group 3) which 
lie in VP, m = V(ccla(m); C.p), and hence A satisfies all the conditions in the 
definition of p-reduction with respect to ‘@ withZ(m*) in the role ,of Spa and ‘m 
in the role of B. It follows therefore from Proposition 8 that R possesses a 
subgroup 8 which satisfies the following conditions: 
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(4 W W C 5. 
(b) If  &, denotes the largest normal subgroup of $ which centralizes ‘*a 
and if C1 is the inverse image of 0,($/Q,) in $, then 1 59/C? n C1 = p for 
some conjugate % of 3 contained in ‘$ n 5. 
(c) ‘vi = $3 n f!r is an SD-subgroup of 2r 
(d) si, = NR($J is a p-stable group. 
But by the remark following Lemma 10.4 of [15], R cannot possess a 
subgroup $ satisfying these conditions. We therefore conclude that 
R = (R n N(X)) (R n N(y)), where (X, g) is any of the pairs (Z(Q), $rU), 
(Z(W, m*), (zPJ*), ‘m). 
Since D s 13, EA* # 1 and ‘111 # 1. Hence En, = N(Z(I))), %a = N(m), 
and ‘JL, = N(Z(‘lu*)) are proper subgroups of 8 containing !$E, Hence we 
can take each of the groups %, , %a, and sR3 in succession for R. It follows 
that +X,(i) g &(,)Y&(,) for every permutation 0 of {I, 2, 3). But now Lemma 
8.6 of [II] implies that CJJl = ‘%,s%z is a group. If  ‘911 = 8, then ‘JI, contains 
OD(~VQG for every G in ~5. Since O,,(%J + 1, the simplicity of 0, is 
contradicted. Thus !lJJ1 is a proper subgroup of ~5. Furthermore, if H is 
any proper subgroup of Q containing !#Z, , R = (R n ‘2,) (R n 92,) c %11. 
We conclude that !I.R is the unique maximal subgroup of 0 containing ‘$p%, . 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Finally we have the following extension of Lemmas 11.3 and 11.4 of [15]. 
LEMMA 8.6. Let p E oq n r4 , and let $3 be a nontrivial element of M(Zi; p), 
i = 0 or 1, such that $3 is an SD-subgroup of O,,,,(Nf$J)). Then $3 contains an 
elementary normal subgroup B of order p2 which is weakly imbedded in 6. In 
particular, the lemma holds if v  is a maximal element of VU%,; p). 
Proof. Set Ji = N(y) and let $ be an SD-subgroup of 8 such that ,is n A 
is an S,-subgroup of R. By Proposition 10, 8 is p-tame, and hence ‘$ con- 
tains every element of -Y$?A”.J$) by L emma 3.4 of [15]. Since every element 
of a($) is contained in an element of 9’%V,($), we conclude that 9 con- 
tains every element of “II($). On the other hand, since p E rq and @I does not 
satisfy the uniqueness condition for p, Hypotheses (E) of section 11 of [15] 
are satisfied. It follows therefore from Lemmas 11.3 and 11.4 of [15] that 
there exists an element % in @(‘$) which is weakly imbedded in 6. Since 
b E e(Q), ‘$3 s ‘p and the first assertion of the lemma follows. Finally if ‘p 
is a maximal element of VI(Z,; p), then ‘Q # 1 since p E (TV , and ‘@ is neces- 
sarily an S,-subgroup of O,.,,(N(p)). 
We are now in a position to establish the following result. 
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PROPOSITION 13. Let p E a, n rp , and let Q be a maximal element of 
vI(Z,; p), i = 0 or 1. Then 6 possesses a unique maximal subgroup containing 
w, . 
Proof. For definiteness, assume i = 0. Suppose, by way of contradiction, 
that the proposition is false. Set !JJI = N(Z(‘$)), and denote by %- the set of 
proper subgroups R of 6 such that ZpZ, c si and fi $ !X Then X is non- 
empty, for otherwise m would be the unique maximal subgroup of 8 con- 
taining !QX, . Let R EX. Since !$.J is a maximal element of M(Z,; p), it 
follows from Lemma 8.2 that O,,(g) = 1, that C(O,(R)) G O,(A) and that 
Z(Cp) c O,(R). We denote by 2 the largest normal subgroup of R which 
centralizes Z( Cp), and set 3 = C(e) n Z(O,( R)). Since CA(3) centralizes Z( VP> 
and is normal in R, it follows from our maximal choice of D that I! = C,(3). 
Suppose first that .X contains an element fi such that si is a D-group, 
I! $ O(R) and Q is not an &,-subgroup of ~2. By Lemma 3.6 (v), N,(p) 
contains an Sa-subgroup G* of A. Since 9 Q si, 2 $ O(R), and R is a 
D-group, B n G* contains a four group 2*. I f  I! is a D-group, we can choose 
X* so that L1 is a D-group with respect to 2*. On the other hand, if 0 is not a 
D-group, then fi is necessarily solvable, and in this case 2* can be chosen 
in 2 so that R is a D-group with respect to 2”. With these choices of 2*, 
we shall show that ‘$ is a maximal element of VI@*; p). 
Now 2 c C(Z(g)) c %R. Hence if 2 is a D-group with respect to 2*, 
then so is %R, and it follows from Lemma 3.6 (iv) that p is a maximal element 
of M&%*;p). We shall show that the same conclusion holds if X! is not a 
D-group. Since R is solvable in this case, !$ G O(R) and hence R = O(R)R*, 
where R* = NR(!@), by Sylow’s theorem. Since fi is a D-group with respect 
to %* and %* C 52*, we must have N&Z*) 3 C&(2*), and consequently R* 
is a D-group with respect to 2*. But RR* E YJI, and hence !lJI is a D-group 
with respect to 2*. Once again it follows from Lemma 3.6 (iv) that ‘$I is a 
maximal element of M&Z*; p). Now let !R be a maximal element of M(%*; p) 
containing ‘p, and suppose % 1 ‘$J. Since Z(v) char ‘p, it follows that 
X n N(Z((P)) = % n !IR 1 p. But % n 9.X E I&,,@*; p), contrary to the 
fact that ‘p is a maximal element of VI&%*; p). Thus % = ‘$ is a maximal 
element of VI@*; p), as asserted. 
Now 2* is conjugate to either Z, or 2r . We can therefore apply Lemma 
8.4 (iii) with Z* in the role of Zi , to conclude that Fp possesses an elementary 
subgroup I) of orderp3 which is weakly imbedded in 8. But then by Lemma 
8.5, Q possesses a unique maximal subgroup containing ‘pZ, . Thus the 
proposition holds in this case. We, therefore, consider that if Sz E X and 
R is a D-group, then either 2 G O(R) or ‘p is an &,-subgroup of R. 
Suppose next that X contains an element si which is nonsolvable and is 
not p-restricted with respect to 3. Since R is nonsolvable O,(R/B) = 1 by 
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Lemma 8.3. It follows therefore from Proposition 8 that fi is a D-group of 
characteristic pn with n > 1 and that B c O(R). By Lemma 3.6 (v), N,(Q) 
contains an &-subgroup 6* of 9, and hence R is a D-group with respect to 
some four subgroup 2* of G*. We shall show that !Q is a maximal element of 
vI(,X*; p). By Lemma 8.6, p contains an elementary subgroup B of order p2 
which is weakly imbedded in 8. Hence if % =m V(cc&(%); q), it follows 
from Lemma 8.3 that W = ,EN,(%). S ince 2 E O(R), this implies that 
Nn(!U) is a D-group. Since Z* E Na(i?)) and si is a D-group with respect to 
2”, it follows that Ns(%) is a D-group with respect to Z*. Kow n_l # 1 
since % E ‘p, and hence ‘37 == N(‘n) is a proper subgroup of 8 containing 
N,,(‘%). Thus 5% is a D-group with respect to 1*. Since !&, & Yi and !l3 
is invariant under Z*, Lemma 3.6 (iv) implies that !Q is a maximal element 
of M,(Z*; p). We conclude at once from this that ‘Q is, in fact, a maximal 
element of M(Z*; p). 
Now 2* is conjugate to either 2, or 2, We can therefore apply Lemma 
8.4 (ii) with Z* in the role of Xi to conclude that v  possesses an elementary 
subgroup 3 of order p3 which is weakly imbedded in 6. Once again the pro- 
position follows from Lemma 8.5. We may therefore also assume that every 
nonsolvable element of X is p-restricted with respect to 3. 
Now choose fi in .X so that / R Ip is maximal, and subject to this condition, 
minimize 1 R Ip, Let \$ be an S,-subgroup of S containing !l3 and such that 
R n $8 is an .Y,-subgroup of si. I f  R is nonsolvable, then si is p-restricted 
with respect to 2 by the preceding paragraph. Furthermore, if R possesses 
a normal 2-complement, then O,(RjZ) = 1 by Lemma 8.3, and R 
is p-restricted by Proposition 7. Finally assume that R is a solvable D-group. 
If  $ n R 3 !& then 2 5 O(R) by the first part of the proof, and the same 
conclusion follows once again from Lemma 8.3 and Proposition 7. On the 
other hand, if $ n R m-= 9, then $ n R G O(Ji) and R = O(R) NR(p). 
Since N(p) G 1151, Ri -T= O(a) 2, $ ‘m, and hence R, E .X. Since ‘Q is an 
S,-subgroup of si, j R, In -= j R ID, and consequently R, -== R by our mini- 
mal choice of 1 R lU, Thus si possesses a normal 2-complement and is not 
a D-group. We conclude therefore in all cases that 52 is p-restricted with 
respect to 3. 
Suppose now that \F C si. Th en we can apply Lemma 8.4 (i) to conclude 
that ‘p possesses an elementary subgroup of order p3 which is weakly im- 
bedded in 6, and once again the proposition follows from Lemma 8.5. We 
may therefore assume that $ n R C ‘g. In particular, ‘@ is not an S,-sub- 
group of 8. 
Suppose next that !l3 is an S,-subgroup of R. Then it follows from our 
minimal choice of 1 R IB, , as in the penultimate paragraph, that 9 is not a 
solvable D-group. Hence by Lemma 8.3, R = fiNa and $ n N(B) 3 9. 
Since ‘Q,2, E N(B), we must have N(B) c !JJI, otherwise N(‘B) E Z and 
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I NW 19 > I R lo > contrary to our choice of RR. But then R E %R, a contra- 
diction. Thus ‘p is not an S,-subgroup of R, and hence R is necessarily a 
D-group. Furthermore, we conclude from the first part of the proof that 
2 s O(R). 
Now A is p-restricted with respect to 3 and O,,(R) = 1. Since R is also 
p-stable by Proposition 6, we can apply Lemma 10.3 of [15] to conclude that 
R = 2N,(g), where ?8 = V(ccZ&B); $ n R). Since L1 G O(R) and 
O,(R/B) = 1, %J is forced to lie in 4 n 2. But ‘g n i! = ~$3 n 0 since 
L! G O(8). Thus !8 = %), and hence 2, c N(B). Since $ n R C ‘$, 
1 N(8) I9 > 1 R I9 and consequently N(B) G mm; otherwise N( 9) E X, 
contrary to our maximal choice of R. Thus 5% = eNs(@ c %R, a 
contradiction. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Let ‘p be a maximal element of M(Z,; p), i = 0 or 1. We define 
&#I.?; Xi) = (‘PO I ‘PO E rP, PO is Zi -invariant, and !JJ,, contains an element of 
5“‘%~Ya($) for some S,-subgroup ‘g of S}. Furthermore, we define 
-=f,((P; xi) = {‘PO I ‘PO G Y, % is %- invariant, and !#a contains a Xi-invariant 
subgroup Q, of type (p, p) such that for each P in ‘pr#, Xi E C*(P) and 
C,(P) contains an element of dl(!$; ZJ}. (We could also define sets &‘a(‘p; Zi) 
and A@‘~(‘$?; Zi) in an analogous way, but these are not needed for our proof 
that o4 n rr4 is empty.) 
PROPOSITION 14. Let p E a4 n rr, , let !@ be a maximal element of VI&; p), 
i = 0 or 1, and let ‘!DI be the unique maximal subgroup of 8 containing QZ, . 
Then %I2 is the unique maximal subgroup of 6 containing !J$& , where Fp,, is an 
element of dj(Cp; Z,), j = 1, 2. 
Proof. For the proof, we introduce the auxiliary sets dj*(Cp; Xi), j = 1,2, 
which we define as follows: -01,*(y; Zi) = {‘p,, 1 ‘p,, c ‘p, ‘pO is &-invariant, 
‘pa contains a subgroup vu, such that $JrM E &‘i(Fp; zi) for suitable M in XR}; 
~2*(cp; a = {‘PI-J I ‘PO c $3, %I is 2,-invariant, !& contains a &-invariant 
subgroup !~3i of type (p, p) such that for every P in $%r#, Zi C C*(P) and for 
some M in !IR, depending on P, C,(P)” E &r(Fp; Q}. Clearly we have 
&j(P; zi) 2 &f*(rP; %Y), j = 1,2. 
Suppose the proposition false. Then there must exist a proper subgroup 
!J& of o with mm, $ !lR and ‘p& c !I$ for some element ‘p,, E JZ?‘~*((~; z,), 
j = 1 or 2. Choose %$ so that ‘$3, E zZr*(g; %,), if possible; maximize ] VP0 I, 
and subject to this condition, minimize 1 %I& I$, . Since mm, $ 1132, we have 
!@a C y  by Proposition 13. Thus N,((P,,) 1 Fp,,. Clearly Ncp(!&) E JzZ~*(‘~; 2,). 
It follows therefore from our choice of ‘!I$ that N(‘!&,) c (9Jk If R denotes a 
maximal element of T$&&; p) containing !$, , then %,, = Nst(Y@,,) G %?2. 
By Lemma 3.6 (i), %sM G v  for some element M in N,(&). Then 
zi c mmlM, %sM is Zi-invariant and 9&M $ roZ. Suppose j = 1, in which case 
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VP0 contains a &-invariant subgroup ‘$i suchthat ‘$“t E -Oe,(Cp; ZJ for some 
M, in ‘%K Since ‘$iM 5 ‘ROM and ‘$i M is xi-invariant, it follows that 
!KO” E &‘i*(p; Zi). Suppose then thatj = 2, and let Cp, be the corresponding 
subgroup of VP0 of type (p, p). Then viM is xi-invariant and VIM 2 %,M. 
It follows at once that 9&M ~&‘~*(p; xi). Thus !RoM ~.&~*(‘p; ri). Since 
TRIM $ ‘1J1, it f  o 11 ows from our maximal choice of !Ill that 1 ‘%,,j”’ 1 = I ‘I$, /. 
Thus !Qpo = !K,, = ‘Ji is a maximal element of MYji,(?i; p). 
Suppose first that j -= 1. Since p E 7~~ and $$, contains an element of 
9’%?~Ya($) for some S,,-subgroup @ of Q, 0,,(9RJ = 1 by Corollary 4.3 
of [15]. Since Y%‘A’-,(p,) is nonempty, Lemma 3.6 (vi) implies that 
!)3,, n O(9J31,) f  1. Hence O&U&) # 1. Since ‘1J1, G 91, = N(O,(YJ~,)), it 
follows from our choice of %R, that !QO is a maximal element of vI,;,(II,;p) 
and hence that O,(YR,) is an S,-subgroup of O,,,,,(YI,). Therefore by I,emma 
8.2 (iv), Cgltl(O,(~Jt,)) G 0,(9X,). Furthermore, Z(v) G PO since Z(‘$) E 91, , 
and henceZ(v) G O,(‘JJ&). Xow by Lemma 8,6,0,(9J1,) contains an element- 
ary subgroup B of order p2 which is weakly imbedded in (5. Hence if %Rn, 
is not a solvable D-group, we can apply Lemma 8.3 to conclude that 
‘%$ = cN,,l(%J), where fi is the largest normal subgroup of ‘9X, which cen- 
tralizes Z(q) and 3 = V(cc&(B); ‘$,). Since B c 0,(9X,) G p,,, % f  1, and 
hence N(‘1)) C 6. Since Q,, C ‘$, !$I n N(S) 3 PO . Since Ci C N(%), it 
follows that N(B) G 9.R. But 2 G C(Z(Q)) E m, and hence 9X1 G 9JJ1, a con- 
tradiction. On the other hand, suppose ‘111, is a solvable I>-group. Then 
VP0 G O(%I&) and 9X, ~= O(m) NaR1(!&J. But we have seen above that 
N(\p,) G W, and hence 0(!7&) $ ‘9X. It follows therefore from our minimal 
choice of / %I$ II). that \331, z O(!Dl) iTi But then %11, possesses a normal 
2-complement, contrary to assumption. Thus j = 2. 
I,et then 13, be the corresponding &-invariant subgroup of !Q, of type 
(p, p). Since C(P) contains an element of &i*(!D; Xi) for each P in ‘pr#, 
C(P) 5 ‘92. But O,,(YJJll) is generated by its subgroups O,,(%Q n C(P) with 
P in !I&#, and hence O,@Rm,) c mm. On the other hand, since Xi CC*(P) 
for each P in pi#, we have either !& c & or else $J1 is centralized by some 
involution T in Xi and is inverted by the involutions in iTi -- (T). In either 
case, it follows from Lemma 3.6 (vi) that VP1 n 0(9X,) # 1. Now 
!&, n09,,3)(O(!vUll)) = (J3* is an SD-subgroup of O,,,,(O(%R,)) since‘& is a max- 
imal element ofKaRl(&; p), and hence v* f  1. Since’m, := O,.(Y&) Nml(p*) 
by Sylow’s theorem and O,,(!D1,) c mm, we see that N(!Q*) $ XR. But then 
by our maximal choice of %I?, , the argument at the beginning of the proof 
shows that !&, is a maximal element of vI,(,n*)(Ti; p) and hence that p* is an 
&,-subgroup of O,,,,(N(?)*)). S’ L ince 0, is p-tame, Lemma 3.4 of [15] now 
implies that ‘p* contains every element of 9’%?J’-a(Q), where g is an S,- 
subgroup of 8 containing X&, and such that ‘$ n N(!Q*) is an S,-subgroup 
of N(q*). We conclude that !&, E &i*(Q; Xi). But we have shown above 
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that m is the unique maximal subgroup of Q containing Xi and any element 
of &i*(‘$Jp; Xi). Thus %R, G ‘%R. This contradiction completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
In order to apply Proposition 14, we need two additional lemmas. 
LEMMA 8.7. Let p E o4 n rr4, let y  be a maximal element of VI&; p), 
i = 0 or 1, and let 9JI be the unique maximal subgroup of 6 containing !J.& . 
Then 
(i) 9.R is a D-group with respect to Zi . 
(ii) O&W E d,(% xi) 
(iii) For at least one value of i, YJI is either of characteristic p” with n > 1 or 
p = 3 and Y.R/O(%R) is isomorphic to A,. 
Proof. Let % be any nontrivial %,-invariant p-subgroup of ‘p such that !R 
is an S,-subgroup of O,,,,(N(%)). Then as usual Lemma 3.4 of [25] implies 
that % contains every element of Y’i?Ma($), where $? is a suitable SD-sub- 
group of (Ij. Thus % E Se,(‘p; 2,), and therefore N(X) c 9-R by the preceding 
proposition. In particular, since !$ is a maximal element of VI(Z,;p), O,(ER) 
is an S,-subgroup of O,,,,(N(O,(m))), and hence O,(XR) E &‘,(!J3; ZJ. Thus 
(ii) holds. 
Now by Lemma 6.11, there exists a p-subgroup %* f  1 such that N(%*) 
is a D-group with respect to Zi I f  %* is chosen of maximal order with this 
property, it follows from Sylow’s theorem that %* is an S,-subgroup of 
O,,,,(N(X*)). Furthermore, we may assume, in view of Lemma 6.1, that 
5X* c p. Hence by the preceding argument N(%*) G m. But then Im must 
be a D-group with respect to Ti , and (i) holds. 
Finally since Q does not satisfy the uniqueness condition for p andp E 7~~ , 
Q is not stronglyp-tame. Hence Q is either notp-restricted or notp-reductive. 
It follows therefore from the definition of p-restriction and p-reduction and 
from Propositions 7 and 8 that 8 possesses a p-subgroup %, # 1 such that 
N(Q is a D-group of characteristic~~ with n > 1 and that %r is an SD-sub- 
group of O,.,,(N(‘X,)). Let N(XJ be a D-group with respect to some four 
subgroup 2”. Since Z* is conjugate to either 2, or 2, , we may assume with- 
out loss that 2* = z or Z say Z * = To . Again by Lemma 6.1, we may 
also assume that %r G ‘$. r;d,ce by the first part of the proof, N(%,) 5 %R, 
where 1)32 now denotes the unique maximal subgroup of 8 containing Yz, . 
But now (iii) follows from Lemmas 3.1 (viii) and 3.2 (vii). 
LEMMA 8.8. Let p E o4 n rrxq , let ‘p be a maximal element of M(Z&; p), 
i = 0 or 1, and let !JJI be the unique maximal subgroup of 8 containing PZ, . 
Assume that %I is either a D-group of characteristic p” with n > 1 or that p = 3 
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andW/O(%Q) is isomorphic to A, . Then C,(T) contains an element qfd9,( 13; Xi) 
for each involution 1’ in I, 
Proof. For definiteness, assume i = 0. Set T, = 9 n O(%Jl) and 
R = N(D). NOW 3 E <r;l,(g; Z,) by Lemma 8.7 (ii) and hence H c \%I by 
Proposition 14. Thus ‘331 = O(9i)J-i by Sylow’s theorem. Since 91 is a D-group 
with respect to c,, by Lemma 8.7 (i), it follows that R is a D-group with 
respect to %,, of the same characteristic as 91. Since ‘Q C R, O,.(R) = 1, 
C,(D) 5 9, and Z(‘@) c 9 by Lemma 8.2. In particular, D $ E,, 
Let T, , T2 , T, be the involutions of I,, let 3 r= Q,(Z(D)), and let 
3 --: &3& -; 3,J1’,~2’&’ be the 2,-decomposition of 3. Since H is a 
D-group with respect to d, , the subgroups ,~i’, i x 1, 2, 3, are cyclically 
permuted by an element of Nw(2,), and hence have the same order. Suppose 
first that & or 3i’ is noncyclic. Then for each i = 1, 2, 3, & contains a sub- 
group Xi type (p, p) such that 1, C C*(X) for each X in .E,ft. Furthermore, 
since D E c&r(‘Q; I,), T, contains an element ‘21 of Y%&+:,(p). Since !!I is an 
SD-subgroup of C(%), Z(D) E: ?I. Thus Co(X) I> 91 for each X in Xi#. Since 
C,(X) is also To-invariant, we conclude that Xi E JJ?,(~@; 2,), and the lemma 
follows in this case. 
We may therefore assume that 1 3, 1 ,g p and 1 & 1 <p. However, if 
1 &’ 1 -= p, then j 3 I z p” or pa and C,,(3) & O(A). But then .q = siC,(3) 
is a D-group of the same characteristic as si and hence is either of charac- 
teristic p’” with n > 1 or else p := 3 and R/O(R) is isomorphic to A, . Since R 
is faithfully represented on 3 regarded as a vector space of dimension 3 or 4 
over GF(p), Lemma 3.5 (ii) is contradicted. Thus 3 = 3a has order p, 
Z(B) is cyclic, and Z(D) z go . 
Kow let 4 be an S,-subgroup of 6 containing ‘Q and such that $ n R 
is an SD-subgroup of R. Since C,(D) c %, Z($ n si) s ‘T, and hence 
3 = Q,(Z($ n R)). Thus 3 char $ n si. Hence if $1 $ n R, 
$ n N(3) 1 $ n $1. But N(3) 3 VZ, and consequently N(3) c ‘Jn. Since 
$ n R is an .9,-subgroup of !l.R, we reach a contradiction. Thus 6 s a, 
and 52 contains an .Y,-subgroup of 8. Now si is p-stable by Proposition 7. 
Since C,(D) G 9, it follows that D contains every element of 9%?~#‘“~($). 
Suppose next that 3 contains an elementary subgroup K, which is normal 
in R. Since E 4 $, (5 is contained in an element ‘$I of Y%?J’-a($). I f  
0. = K&:,‘K,‘$ denotes the %,-decomposition of K, then we conclude as 
above that either 1 K0 I -2 p2 or 1 & / 3 pz, i = 1, 2, 3. But in this case 6Y,, 
or each Ki’ contains a subgroup of type (p, p) which is in .d,(Q; 2,), and again 
the lemma follows. 
We may therefore assume that D contains no such elementary subgroup a. 
In particular, 3 contains no noncyclic characteristic abelian subgroup, so 
that by (3.5) of [II], D is the central product of a cyclic group and an extra- 
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special group. We may also suppose the lemma to be false. We shall prove 
under these conditions that 6 satisfies the uniqueness condition for p, 
contrary to Proposition 12, and this will suffice to complete the proof. We 
shall show, in fact, that W is the unique subgroup of 8 which is maximal 
subject to containing an element of da(@) and p E rr(O(m)). In view of 
Lemma 11.1 of [/5], we need only show that ‘9JI is the unique subgroup of 6 
which is maximal subject to containing an element of 9’9A”a($) and 
P E 4ww 
We first establish a number of preliminary results which we shall need. 
Since cl(~) = 2, Theorem B of [Z7] implies that 2, = O,(m) and hence that 
R = !R = N(s). We argue next that %R contains an &subgroup of 6. By 
Lemmas 3.1 (vii), 3.2 (iv), and 3.3 (i), there exists a four subgroup 2* of !I@ 
such that Cp is a maximal element of M&Z*; p), 13 = X,&Z*), and W 
is a D-group with respect to 2*. For simplicity of notation, assume that these 
conditions hold already for 2, , in which case $I = a(&, n ‘p). Let 
3 = D~D,ID, = D,D,‘D,‘D,’ be the %,-decompositions of a. Since 
z(a) 5 u, n 3 5 DD, , we have 3, 4 D. But then Di’ centralizes 9, , 
i = 2 and 3, by Lemma 1.1. Hence Z(D,) G Z(D) and consequently 
Z(D,) = Z(D). Next let ‘p = (PI!&!& be the X,-decomposition of !& Then 
‘$I1 = %,(E, n u), and it follows that Z(‘+r) E (5,. But then by Lem- 
mas 3.2 (iv) and 3.3 (i), ‘JJZ contains an element R which normalizes Z(Sp,) 
and cyclically permutes the subgroups !@r , ‘pa, yZ, , whence Z(W) c Z(Q). 
Since Z(‘$?) G 3, we conclude that 3 = Q,(Z(Cp,)). Now some &-subgroup 
of C(T,), which without loss we may assume to be 6, normalizes !#, . Then 
6 normalizes 3, and therefore %R contains the S,-subgroup 6 of 6. 
By Lemma 3.6 (v), we may also suppose without loss that ‘$ E M(G; p). 
Then ‘p is also a maximal element of M,(Z,;p). Since 3 = L?,(Z(~)), it 
follows that ‘$J is a maximal element of M&; p). But then ‘DI is also the unique 
maximal subgroup of 6 containing ‘!J3Z, by Proposition 13. 
Now ‘g contains an elementary normal. subgroup %3 of order p2, 
which is weakly imbedded in 6, by Lemmas 11.3 and 11.4 of [25]. Set 
3 = V(ccZ&S); ‘g). We shall argue that Qr(Z(b)) = 3 and hence that 
N(a) E 1132. First of all, since ‘5X is p-stable, it follows that !I3 G 3. Set 
% = B n 9, so that b c X and % 4 !JJI. Then Q,Z((X)) is an elementary 
subgroup of D which is normal in %R, and so 3 = QrZ(%) by our assumptions. 
Suppose C&R) $ 3, in which case C,(%) $ O(m). Since %R is a D-group 
with respect to 2, , this implies that X,, centralizes ‘% and so centralizes 8. 
But B c % for some ‘$i in 99?Na($) since 23 4 ‘$; and we conclude that 
93 E &,((p; 2,,), contrary to our present assumptions. Thus C,(X) E 3). 
Since ‘8 = !I? n D and Qr(Z(%)) = 3, the desired conclusion Q,(Z(@) = 3 
now follows at once. 
Now let J$*( ,pj) = {‘g,, I$, c ‘g, and CUM c $$, for some U in .Y%?yj(@) 
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and suitable M in gJ1}. Suppose there exists a subgroup 9J1, of (li which contains 
an element go of .dl*($) such that p E r(O(%R1)) and !JJI, $ YJ& and choose 
m1 so that 1 $,, ~ is maximal; and subject to this condition so that j Ml 1 is 
maximal. Furthermore, if YJ& is a D-group with respect to a four group 2*, 
we choose $331, subject to the preceding conditions, so that the order of a 
maximal element of l&&Z*; p) is as large as possible. It follows now as in the 
proof of Lemma 11.1 of [15] that $& is an S,,-subgroup of 9Ji1 . Since p E r4 
and 9tM g 911, , we have 0,,(9Ji,) = 1. But then maximality of %II, implies 
that $8, is an SD-subgroup of N(O,(!XR,)). It follows therefore from Lemma 3.4 
of [15] that O,(‘JJ$) contains every element of .y?%A?,($) and, in particular, 
contains Z( 9). 
Suppose first that ‘JJ1, is p-restricted. Since !UJ1, is p-stable by Proposition 6, 
we can apply Lemma 10.3 of [15] to conclude that %Il, tiN,,tl(%,), where f! 
is the largest normal subgroup of !1.)t, which centralizes 3 -= .9,(Z(g)) and 
%,, := V(ccZ,(%); go). Now 3 s ‘H since 5 4 $. Since 3 z O,(W,) and 
(9, is an SD-subgroup of N(O,(W,)), it f  o 11 ows that % E $, . Thus %, f  1. 
Sow 2 c C(3) 5 !)Jt. Furthermore, if $, C $, then 58 n N(%,,) r> $,, and 
N(%$,) s %rt by our maximal choice of 911, But then !I& & 9J1, a contradiction. 
Thus $,, = 6 and 3, = %. But N(a) s !XR, and we reach the same contra- 
diction in this case as well. 
Thus 9J1, is not p-restricted, and consequently \JJ1, is a D-group with 
respect to some four group X* of characteristic p” with Y > 1 and 
C,,l(Z(O,(!TJtl))) E O(W1). But then Z(O,(%$)) is not cyclic, and so O,(,XR,) 
is not isomorphic to 3. We can choose X* so that &, contains a maximal ele- 
ment ‘Q* of M,,,1(Z*; p). Now let fi be as in the preceding paragraph, and 
set & = C(e) n Z(O,(!lJ>,)). Then ‘3Jt, is not p-restricted with respect to & , 
otherwise Lemma 10.3 still applies and we reach the same contradiction as 
in the preceding case. Hence 2 s O(9JQ. It follows now from Lemma 8.3 
that !W, = cN,,l(%*), where %* = V(cc&(B); sQ*), and hence !JJi* = N(%*) 
is also a D-group with respect to 2* containing $& . Since 2 g YJt, we have 
!I.R* $ 9J1, and our maximal choice of ‘JJ1, yields that $,, is an S,-subgroup of 
ilJl* and that p* is a maximal element of vIm;(Z*; p). We conclude that ‘p* is, 
in fact, a maximal element of M(Z”; p). 
Finally since ‘$ is a maximal element of vI(X,; p) for both i = 0 and 1, 
it follows now from Lemma 6.1 that qG =- ‘q* and Xi’ = 2*, i = 0 or 1, 
for some element G in 8. Since 9X is the unique maximal subgroup of 8 
containing $K& , 911’ is therefore the unique maximal subgroup of 8 con- 
taining 13 *‘X*. Hence 9JtIJ1, s ‘3JlG, and it follows from our maximal choice of 
YJ& that 9J1, = ‘JJG. But then O,(‘JJZ,) and O,(W) = D must be isomorphic, 
which is not the case. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 15. c3 n rq is empty. 
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Proof. For definiteness, assume that Lemma 8.7 (iii) holds for i = 0. 
Let y  be a maximal element of M(z,; p) and let %JI be the unique maximal 
subgroup of 8 containing ‘pZ, . By our choice of i, either !IR has characteristic 
pn with n > 1 or p = 3 and m/O(!JX) is isomorphic to A, . It follows therefore 
from the preceding lemma that C,( Tr) contains an element of XZ’,(~; 2,). 
Hence by Proposition 14, C(T,) z !IR. It will therefore suffice to show that 
‘%II possesses no normal subgroups of index 2, for then Proposition 2 will imply 
that 8 is isomorphic to PSL(2, 5) and that U = 1, contrary to the fact that 
p E @I). Since YII is a D-group with respect to 2, by Lemma 8.7 (i), this will 
clearly be the case if 1 G 1 = 4. Thus we may suppose that 1 6 / > 4. 
If  %t/O(%R) is isomorphic to A, , then %II possesses no normal subgroups 
of index 2. Hence we may assume that %lI is of characteristic p” with 71 > 1. 
Now N,(v) contains an &-subgroup of YJI by Lemma 3.6 (v) and we may 
suppose without loss that 6 normalizes v. But then it follows from Lemmas 
3.1 (vii) and 3.3 (i), applied to ~/O(%R), that ‘p is a maximal element of 
VI,&; p). Since !j3Z, c N(q), N(p) E !IR, and we conclude at once that ‘$ 
is a maximal element of M(Z,; p). 
Denote finally by mm, the unique maximal subgroup of 8 containing ~PZ, . 
Now by Lemma 8.7 (ii), O,(m) contains an element ‘$I of Y@?.&“a(p). Since 
O,(%R) is %,-invariant, it follows that O,(%R) E dl(‘p; 2,). But then %R G m, 
by Proposition 14. Since !IlI is a maximal subgroup of 6, we have im = !III, . 
But by Lemma 8.7 (i), !J& is a D-group with respect to 2r . Thus I)32 is a 
D-group with respect to both 2, and 2,) and consequently !)R has no normal 
subgroups of index 2. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
9. ELIMINATION OF THE SET (TV 
In this section we shall prove that a4 is empty. We assume therefore by 
way of contradiction that u4 is nonempty. By Proposition 15, uq n n4 is 
empty, and hence u4 c rra . Then 6 is a,-tame by Proposition 11; it follows 
therefore from Theorem A of [Z5] that 8 satisfies @id . Thus 8 possesses a 
proper SA1-subgroup. We first prove 
LEMMA 9.1. 8 possesses a D-subgroup which contains an S,-subgroup of 8 
for each p in cr4 . 
Proof. Let .f? be a proper S&-subgroup of 8, and let R be an S,&-subgroup 
of O(e). Then by definition of an S&-subgroup, A Q 2, n(fi) = (TV, and 2 
possesses an S,-subgroup of 0 for each p in uq . Let p E rr(F( R)), let !# be an 
element of VI@,,; p) of maximal order such that 9 = N(q) is a D-group with 
respect to 2, , and let $ be an S,-subgroup of Q such that $ n B is an 
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&-subgroup of 8. Then by replacing 2 by a suitable conjugate we may 
assume that (sz G 2. 
Let ‘u E .y??Jr/-,($), let s = V(ccZ,(%; g), and set 3, -= N(Z(B)) and 
I’3 = $3 n O,.,p((R,). Then % c D by Lemma 5.5 of [15]. Since 
Z((p) G ‘u G %, this implies that Z(Cp) E Z(D). Furthermore, ‘II c (IS by 
Lemma 3.4 of [15], and consequently Jj G ‘%i by Lemma 5.4 of [l-5]. Thus 
%, is a D-group with respect to 2, 
Now let D be a $-invariant S,-subgroup of O,,(R), and set 3, = Cz(zr)(~). 
Since $ normalizes both 0 andZ(‘D), 3, (I $8. Hence if 3* = n 3,) taken 
over all primes 4 in n(O,.(R)), we conclude that :$* ~1 (;il and thatg3* centra- 
lizes O,,(A). Furthermore, since $8 n F(R) # 1, & = Z(‘$) n F(R) # 1. 
But Q centralizes Jo and 3,, 5 Z($@) G Z(D). Thus J,, 5 3, for each 4 in 
r(O,,(-K)), and consequently 3* f  1. 
Now by Lemma 8.1 of [15], O,.(sZ) contains a maximal element of l/I($; 4) 
for every 9 in o4 --p. Hence Q is a maximal element of Vr(\$; q). Setting 
R = N(Q), we have ‘Jt, -= O,,(%,) (%i n 91) by Lemma 4.2 of [15]. Thus 
‘J1, = O,,(‘JLi) NYt,n9t(1)) by Sylow’s theorem, and hence Zax E NIn(D) for 
some element X in O,,()%,). Clearly X centralizes Z(B). Since ‘2 G D,, 
Z(D) c Z(B), and consequently X centralizes Z(D). Since D and T, are each 
Zox-invariant, so is 3, . But X centralizes 3,) and we conclude that 3, 
is %,-invariant. Furthermore, if R E Nsil(l,,) - Chl(&), then RXY E N,,(B) 
for some Yin O,.(\JL,), and the same argument shows that 3, is R-invariant. 
But R is defined independently of q, and consequently 3* is invariant under 
%a and R. 
Set B* = N(3*). ‘I’hen c!” is a proper subgroup of Q containing O,,(si), 
$3, 2, , and R. Since $ normalizes O,.(H) and 6 is p-tame, Lemma 4.1 
of [I51 implies that O,.(R) E O,.(e*). Since O,.(R) contains a maximal 
element of M($; q) for each 4 in o3 ~ p, we see that O,,(R) is, in fact, an 
S-subgroup of O,,(!?*). Hence %,, normalizes some conjugate of O,,(s), 
which without loss we may assume to be O,,(si) itself. Furthermore, since 
R E ti*, Q* is a D-group with respect to 2,) and hence so is N,*(O,.(R)). 
It follows therefore, if O,.(R) # 1, that m = N(O,,(A)) is a D-group with 
respect to 2, . Since 2 5 W, m contains an S,-subgroup of 6 for each Y in 
oJ . Thus the lemma holds in this case. On the other hand, if O,,(R) = I, 
then % c O,(R) by Lemma 5.5 of [15], and hence L! c %i by Lemma 5.4 
of [1.5]. Thus sn, contains an S,-subgroup of 6 for each Y in o4 . As n, is a 
D-group with respect to 2, , the lemma follows in this case as well. 
Now let B be a D-subgroup of 8 of minimal order satisfying the conditions 
of the preceding lemma. Without loss we may assume that (! is a D-group 
with respect to Zi , i = 0 or 1. For definiteness, we suppose i = 0; and, as 
usual, we denote the involutions of Z, by Z’i , T2 , T, . Let R be a 2,- inva- 
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riant S,*-subgroup of O(c). Since O(R) is solvable, O(R) satisfies CO, , and 
it follows that L! = O(Q) NC(R). But then Nz(fi) is a D-group with respect 
to %,, and contains an S,-subgroup of L! for each p in uq . Hence Ns( R) = 2 
by our minimal choice of 2, and we conclude that 52 4 2. Furthermore, 
since 6 is p-tame for each p in (TV , condition (V) in the definition of p-tame 
implies that p E @L?)) for each p in u4 . But then by the remark following 
Lemma 7.2, p E +0(Q)) and hence p E n(R) for each p in o4 . 
We argue next that F(R) $ E,,; so assume the contrary. Since 
C,(F( %)) c F( %), it follows from Lemma 1 .l that R E Q, . But then if $ 
is an S,-subgroup of D with p in o*, 9 n R c E,, . On the other hand, 
since $ is an S,-subgroup of ctj, (g n R is an S,-subgroup of 
O,.,,(O(N($ n R))). But then $ n R $ E. by Lemma 6.11, a contradiction. 
Thus F(R) $ E0 . 
We choose p in a, so that !$ = O,(F( R)) $ E, . Let $ = !&,‘p1”pz’(p3’ be 
the &,-decomposition of $ and set ‘@* = (‘pr’, (pz’, pa’). Let now ‘g 
be an &-subgroup of B such that (B n R is %,-invariant. We note that 
$ c $ since $ 4 2. We need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 9.2. ‘p* centralizes every element of Td(‘$; q) for all primes q. 
Proof. Let ‘u E Y%YMa(@), let % = V(ccZ&); $), and set !Rr = N(Z(%J)). 
We shall first show that ‘%, is a D-group with respect to 2, and that ‘p* cen- 
tralizes O,.(!JQ. By Sylow’s theorem, ,Q = O(Q) !& , where I?~ = Ns($ n a). 
Then 2, G I& since ‘$ n R is %,-invariant. Since I! is a D-group with respect 
to 5, , so also is QI . But by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 of [2.5], B c $ n R, and 
hence QI 5 %, . Thus ‘9& is a D-group with respect to 2, . 
Let R E Ns,(Z,) - Cs(%,). Then R E RI, and R permutes the subsets 
(pi’, i = 1, 2, 3, cyclically, since $? 4 II1 . But !&’ G O(%r) for at least two 
values of i by Lemmas 3.6 (vi), and it follows that each ‘&’ _C O(‘$). Thus 
‘p* E O(‘Yl,). Now 3 = @ n Z(‘$) # 1 since !$ 4 (s. Set 9X = N(3). Since 
!@ c F(R), 3 centralizes O,,(R) and hence O,,(R) G %R. Furthermore, 
since O,,(R) is $-invariant and $ c !IR, Lemma 4.1 of [15] implies that 
O,,(R) c O,,(m). Now by Lemma 8.1 of [15], O,.(R) contains a maximal 
element of M($; q) for every q in Q- = uq - p, and consequently O,,(R) 
is an &-subgroup of O,.(m). But ‘p* centralizes O,.(s) since VP* c F(R). 
Since any two ‘$*-invariant S-subgroups of O,.(!rX) are conjugate by an 
element in C($J*) n O,,(X@), we conclude from DO& in O,.(m) v* that p* 
centralizes every T-subgroup of 0,(9X) which it normalizes. 
Now O&J&) c C(Z(%)). Since Z(Q) E 2l G B, Z(g) 5 Z(B), and 
hence O,,(%J c C(3) E %JI. But then O,,(XJ E O,,(m) by Lemma 4.1 
of [15]. Since !$J* normalizes some &subgroup of 0,,(?l12,), it follows 
from the preceding paragraph that ‘$J* centralizes an &subgroup of 
W%). 
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Next let B be a il,,Fp*-invariant S,-subgroup of O,,(!$) with 4 $ oq . 
Since Q is Z,,-invariant, p E r(U) by Lemma 1.2, and hence q E o1 u o2 u ~a . 
I f  4 E 01 u G2 , then Q E E,, by Lemma 6.7. On the other hand, if q E 03, 
then C,(T,) is cyclic for each i, and it follows from Lemma 3.8 that each 
vi’ G O,,(RJ, whence each ‘pi’ centralizes Q in this case as well. Thus !Q* 
centralizes Q in either case. We have thus shown that !$3* centralizes an 
S,-subgroup of O,,(%r) for every q in ~(O,,(%i)). Thus ?3* centralizes O,,(%,), 
as asserted. 
We turn now to the proof of the lemma. It will clearly suffice to show that 
‘$* centralizes every maximal element of M($; q). Let now a be a maximal 
element of vI(Q; q), and suppose first that y  E o4 Then O,.( Ji) contains a 
maximal element of vI($; q), and it follows from Theorem 1 of [15] that 
ax G O,.(R) for some element X in C(n). Now C(\2I) :- 91 x 3, where ID 
is a$-group, by (3.10) of [II]. Since Q is %-invariant, we can assume that 
X E D. But Z(2I) G 21, and hence 3 g !I?, , whence % g O,,(%J by Lemma 
4.1 of [1.5]. Since ‘p* centralizes O,,(‘J1,), we see that ‘$J* centralizes X. 
Furthermore, ‘Q* centralizes Bx since Qx c O,,(si). We conclude that 
yS* centralizes a. 
We may therefore assume that q 6 04. Set now % = N(Q). Then by Lemma 
4.2 of [IS], %, = O,,(‘$) (‘9, n %). S L ince ‘31, is a D-group with respect to 2, , 
it follows that 5% is a D-group with respect to Z,r for some element Y in 
O,.(%,). Hence if %* =: (Jz’-l, !R* is a D-group with respect to 1, Further- 
more, ‘$J* G $Jl* since ‘Q* centralizes Y. Set 0” -1 EJ’-‘, so that %* = N(Q*). 
It follows once again from Lemma 1.2 that q E n(U), and hence that 
q E CT1 u uz u CT3 If 9 E (Tr u U2, then Q* c E0 by Lemma 6.7, whence 
?@* centralizes Q* by Lemma 1.1. Since $* centralizes Y, we conclude that 
v* centralizes a. 
Assume finally that 9 E (~a . By Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 of [15], % z O,,,,(R) 
and N(%) s 91, . It follows therefore from Sylow’s theorem that 
% = O&R) (‘% n 91,). Since ‘p* E O(%i), this implies that ‘$* c 0((R). 
Since Q* centralizes I’, we conclude that p* G O(%*). But q E u3 and %* 
is a D-group with respect to 2, It follows therefore from Lemma 3.8 that 
!Q* G O&II*). Thus ‘$* centralizes Q*, and consequently p* centralizes 
Q The lemma is proved. 
We now establish our main objective. 
PROPOSITION 16. u,, is empty. 
Proof. We preserve the above notation. Let %* be the normal closure 
of ‘$* in $. Since the subsets !I&‘, i = 1, 2, 3 are cyclically permuted by an 
element of N,(Z,), ‘p* is noncyclic. Since ‘p* E 8* u $, it follows that b* 
contains a subgroup % of type (p, p) which is normal in $. Now by the pre- 
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ceding lemma, if L1 is any element of Vr($; q), then ‘!Q* centralizes Q, 
and hence p* c O,(a$) by Lemma 1.2.3 of [17]. This implies that 
b* c 0,(X@) and h ence that b* centralizes Q. We conclude that B cen- 
tralizes every element of M($; p) f or all primes q. But now the hypotheses of 
Theorem C of [15] are satisfied, and it follows from Theorems C and E of [15] 
that Q satisfies the uniqueness condition for p, contrary to Proposition 12. 
Since this contradiction was obtained on the assumption that o4 was non- 
empty, the proposition is proved. 
10. ELIMINATION OF THE SET u3 
In the preceding two sections we have shown that u4 is empty. We shall 
now prove that the set u3 is also empty. 
Let p E o, and let !B be a maximal element of M(Z,; p) with 2,,-decomposi- 
tions ‘P = ‘P1’P2V3 = ‘Po’P1’V2’(P3’. Lemma 6.10 implies that p,, = 1, and 
hence that !# = !Q* = (‘pr’, pa’, ‘pa’). Furthermore, Lemma 6.14 (ii) and 
(iii) and Lemma 6.16 show that 5 = N(p) is a D-group of characteristic 3, 
5, 7, 9, or p and that an S,-subgroup $ of 4j is an S,-subgroup of 8. It 
follows therefore from Lemma 6.1 that !I$ is an &,-subgroup of C(Z’,). We 
may assume that ‘pi is B-invariant. Applying Lemma 6.10 once again, we see 
that ‘pl n El = 1. Hence N(Q,((p,)) contains 6 and possesses a normal 
2-complement. But Qi(p,) G Z(v) and consequently ‘$5 O(N(Q#3,))). 
Since ‘p is a maximal element of M(5,; p), ?3 is necessarily an &,-subgroup of 
O(N(Qn,(Cp,))). We may assume therefore without loss that Sp is B-invariant. 
Thus G c 8. Since $ has characteristic 3, 5, 7, 9, or p, it follows that Sp is a 
maximal element of V&,(X,; p) and hence is a maximal element of VI&; p). 
But now Lemma 6.14 (ii) and (iii) applied to 2, shows that @ is a D-group 
with respect to 2, . Thus .sj possesses no normal subgroups of index 2. 
Finally Lemma 3.4 of [15] shows that !@ contains every element of sPVMs($). 
We preserve this notation throughout the section. 
LEMMA 10.1. 5 = N(p) is the unique subgroup of 0 which is maximal 
subject to containing an element of d4(@) and such that p E rr(O(B)). Further- 
more, 5 possesses no normal subgroups of index 2 and contains an &subgroup 
of 6. 
Proof. The second assertion has been proved above, so we need only 
prove the first. Now 9 is an S,-subgroup of O(a) since $J is a maximal 
element of l&X,; p). Since ‘$ E 5, it follows from the definition that 8 is an 
Si-subgroup of (lj. Furthermore, 5 is a D-group with respect to 2, and 
?, = (!I?,‘, (p2’, !@a’) is an &,-subgroup of F(O($j)). Suppose p E 7rs . Then 
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we shall argue as in Lemma 9.2 that g = yS* centralizes every element of 
Vr($; 9) for all q. Let 2I E c4p%Ma((9), let % = V(ccl&I); ‘g) and set 
‘Jl, = N(Z(%)). Then 5 5 ‘JI, by Lemma 5.4 of [1.5] ; consequently ‘37, con- 
tains 6, %, possesses no normal subgroups of index 2, and !@ g O($,). 
Since %i is a D-group with respect to %,, , @a n O(%i) contains an Ilb,v07,- 
subgroup of O(‘J1,) by Lemma 6.7. Thus 9 centralizes an S’,l,, -subgroup 
of O,,(‘%,) by Lemma 1.1. Furthermore, 9 centralizes an S,a-s;bgroup of 
0,$X1) by Lemma 3.8. Since uq is empty, we conclude that ?, centralizes 
O,,(!R,). But now the final two paragraphs of the proof of Lemma 9.2 can be 
repeated without change to show that ‘l3 = s@* centralizes every element of 
Vr(@; q), as asserted. Since ‘@ contains a subgroup % of type (p, p) which is 
normal in $ and since Q is p-tame by Proposition 10, the hypotheses of 
Theorem C of [U] are satisfied, so that 8 satisfies the uniqueness condition 
for p by Theorem E of [/5]. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that p E rr4 . I f  8 were not p-restricted and 
p-reductive, there would exist a p-subgroup 2, # 1 such that N(D) is a 
D-group of characteristic p” with n > 1. But this is impossible by Lemma 
6.14. Since Q is p-tame by Proposition 10, we conclude that 8 is strongly 
p-tame. Since p E r4 , it follows once again from Theorem E of [1.5] that 0 
satisfies the uniqueness condition for p. 
Let %11 be the corresponding subgroup of (z, which is maximal subject to 
containing (B and $ n O(m) # 1. Then $ c !IR, and consequently 
‘p G O(!Dt). Now by Lemma 3.8, a &,-invariant S,B-subgroup of O(YX) con- 
taining ‘p is nilpotent. Furthermore, by Lemma 6.7 (i), a &,-invariant 
S ,lU,z-subgroup of O(!Dt) is contained in &, . Since u4 is empty, we conclude 
at once from Lemma 1 .l that ‘p u O(XR). Hence YX G N(v) = 5, and con- 
sequently 5 = ‘%R. The lemma follows. 
LEMMA 10.2. Oua(C( T,)) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then O,(C(T,)) # 1 for some p in c+ Since 
v, is cyclic, Q,( !&) (1 C( 7’,). But then N(Q,( Cp,)) contains C( T,) as well as 
3. Since ‘p contains an element of Y’&A’-a($), it follows from the preceding 
lemma that N(Q,(‘&)) c 5. Thus 5 contains the centralizer of an involution 
in 8 and possesses no normal subgroups of index 2, whence U = 1 by Pro- 
position 2, contrary to the fact that p E n(U). 
By the above lemma, n(F(U)) n (TV is empty. Since F(U) contains its own 
centralizer in U, there must therefore exist an S,-subgroup Q of F(U) which 
is not centralized by Q1 Since oq is empty and r(F(U)) n 0s = 4, q E u1 U u2 . 
However, if q e o2 , a G & , i = 0 or 1 by Lemma 6.4, and W centralizes Q 
by Lemma 1.1. Thus q E vi . We now apply Lemma 6.9 with LI in the role 
of 5 and q in the role of p, and conclude that Q contains a characteristic 
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subgroup a,, where Q, is elementary of order 42 or extraspecial of order 
@j, { GZ, n 12X j = 9, and Z$, f~ EJ, <1 Q, . Furthermore, p divides q2 - 1, 
and if R denotes a &,-invariant &,-subgroup of U containing Cp, , then 
R = &‘Cn(Q,) is abelian. Set Q, = G$ n fll, . Then CEtl(Q,) contains 
&, n C,(Q,); since Qa <1 Es and / I&, / = q, C&,(Q,,) also contains an S,- 
subgroup of %, . OR the other hand, since ‘@, n CR(&) = 1 and 3 is abelian, 
we have Es n R = ((5, n C,(Q) Ce,(‘p,). Combining this with the pre- 
ceding assertion, it follows that &, = C&(0,,) C$($r). Set 8 = C(IQ. Since 
q E aI , r! is a nonsolvable D-group with respect to Z, by Lemma 6.8. Choose 
R” in N&J - C,‘(Z,). Also Iet R be an ekment of Nb(ZO) - C,‘(Z,,). 
Then R = R*X for some X in a, . Now by Lemma 10.1, C(W) E 8. Since 
Es = C~,(Qo)Ce&3p1), it follows that &I~ T= (Es n 2) ((E-, n $5). Hence X = X1X2, 
where X, E es n L! and Xa E @a n $5. Since RX;’ is in N&E,) -- C,‘(Z,), 
we can therefore assume R to be so chosen that X E $ A I?. Thus R E !i! I? $5. 
Furthermore, we can assume that R is a 3-element. 
Our aim now is to determine the structure of ‘123 = C(R). We shall carry 
this out in a sequence of lemmas, the first two being preliminary results which 
we shall need. 
LEMMA 10.3. 4 $‘IT($j). 
Proof. Let rZ* be an S,-subgroup of sj, and suppose first that Q* $0(G)* 
Since p [ q‘J - 1 and 5 is of characteristic 3, 5, 7, 9, or p, this is possible 
only if p = 3 and 4 = 5 or 7. But in either of these cases, [ ‘$/D(P) I = 27, 
and hence !@ does not admit a nontrivial automo~hism of order 5 or 7. 
Thus Q* centralizes ‘p, contrary to the fact that C5(g) c O(5). Hence 
a* s O(4j). 
Since 9 E ul, a %,&variant S,-subgroup of O(fi) lies in E0 by Lemma 
6.7 (i), and we may assume therefore that Q* c Es . But then a* normalizes 
each of the cyclic groups ‘pi , i = 1, 2, 3. Since p 1 yz - I, p < Q, and hence 
~1” centralizes each !& . Thus @ r_~ C(a*). By Lemma 6.8, N(Q*) is a 
D-group with respect to 2, . Since $I E N(Q*), Lemma 3.6 (vi) implies that 
p E ~{O~Nt~*)). But then N(Q*) s: b by Lemma 10.1. But since a* E;: Ea , 
Q* is not an S,-subgroup of 2[ and hence is not an S,-subgroup of N(Q*), 
contrary to the fact that a* is an S,-subgroup of $5. 
Proof. Since PI does not centralize Q, , which is elementary of order qa 
or extra-special of order q3, we must have q $= 3. Hence the S,,-subgroup 
R of II contains an &-subgroup of U. Since J/Cs(~,) is abelian and 
& n C,(Q,) = I, 5% possesses a normal ~-complement. Hence R contains a 
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&,-invariant &-subgroup D of U which is normalized by 9, . I f  3 E ~a , then 
% is cyclic. I f  p > 3, it follows that !@r centralizes n,. However, if p = 3, 
then p1 = 3, and the same conclusion holds. On the other hand, if 
3E "lU%, % must also centralize 3, otherwise p 1 32 - 1 by Lemma 6.9, 
which is impossible. Thus % 5 C(!&) E 9. Set 3, = n n $, Then Q, is 
an &-subgroup of Ea . Suppose a,, # 1. Then 3 E or U es, and Lemma 6.7 (i) 
shows that D, is an S,-subgroup of O(B). But then Q, is normalized by an 
element of Nb(Zo) which cyclically permutes the subgroups v3, , ($a , (pa . 
Since D, centralizes VP1 , it follows that z&, centralizes each Qr and hence that 
‘p G C(%&). But then C(Y) c 9 for any element Y of Q,#, and it follows 
from the preceding lemma that i C(Y) IQ = 1. Since 3, is an &-subgroup of 
E,, , we conclude that / C(Y) la = 1 for any 3-element Y of E,#. 
Since $@r is G-invariant, we can apply the same argument with E, and 2, 
in place of @a and 2, to conclude that / C(Y) Ia = 1 for any 3-element Y 
of %r#. But now if X is any 3-element of 8# such that C(X) is a D-group, 
then C(X) contains a conjugate of Zi , i : 7 0 or 1, and hence some conjugate Y 
of X centralizes xi But then Y is a 3-element of &#, and the preceding 
argument shows that / C(Y) i4 = 1. S’ mce X is conjugate to Y, we conclude 
that j C(X) I4 =-= 1. 
This leads immediately to the following conclusion: 
LEMMA 10.5. $%B = C(R) possesses a normal 2-complement. 
Proof. By construction, R G f! = C(Q,), and hence a, c 2lI = C(R). 
Since R is a 3-element and q E n(m), E? is not a D-group by Lemma 10.4, and 
hence m possesses a normal 2-complement. 
LEMMA 10.6. CZ,, n %B contains an S,-subgroup of ‘93. 
Proof. Let K,, be an S,-subgroup of E,, n ‘u3 containing D, and let K 
be an S,-subgroup of ‘1u containing CT, . Suppose, by way of contradiction, 
that K, C K. Then by Lemma 6.8, ‘% = N(K,,) is a D-group with respect to 2, . 
Since 0, G C(R), R E ‘Jz. Since (5, normalizes a, , t&, normalizes J, n Q, , 
and hence centralizes a nontrivial subgroup B of 3, n f+ . Thus B c 2, 
and byLemma 6.7 (i), B n O(S) 7: 1. --- 
Set % = R/O(%) and let %a, R, b, c be the images of 2, , R, %, and K n !R 
respectively in Pi. Since % is a nontrivial %,-invariant q-subgroup of 5% and 
since q > 3 by Lemma 10.3, %0, ?i? cannot be isomorphic to A, Hence % -- 
possesses a normal subgroup g1 of index at most 2 in % such that !$ = !R,g, 
where 3, is isomorphic to PSL(2, t), %,I, contains Z, and i?, 5 normalizes ‘?I0 
and Ng,(Z,) = NaO(ZO) x 8. Thus 5 centralizes l?, and hence 1 5 iQ = 1; 
otherwise c,, would not be an S,-subgroup of E,, n SB. Hence E E %a . 
Since E and %? are each q-groups, it follows from Lemma 3.1 (iii) and (v) 
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that K c CaO(r) for some involution I? of !&, . Since c # 1, and c centralizes 
R, it follows from the same parts of Lemma 3.1 that R E C,o(r). Thus 
3 E rr(C$$T)), and we conclude that 3, n % contains a 3-element Y # 1 with 
y Q ww 
Since WJ $ O@), C(Q is a nonsolvable D-group with respect to Z, 
containing Y, and Y $O(C(Q). Since Q, G K, , C&J G I? = C(Q). 
Thus Y E L! and Y $0(Q). On the other hand, we have shown in the course 
of the proof of Lemma 10.4 that ‘pr centralizes a %,-invariant &-subgroup 
of If. By replacing VP1 by a suitable conjugate, if necessary, we can assume 
that ‘pr centralizes Y. But C(Q,(‘$Q) contains Fp and hence C(O,(Q,)) G X, 
by Lemma 10.1. Thus Y E I! n Sj. 
Since Y 4 O(Q), and YE 3,) I$, = (2,) R, Y) is necessarily a nonsol- 
vable D-subgroup of B with respect to 2, by Lemma 3.1 (ii) and (iii). Fur- 
thermore, since 2, , R, and Y are contained in $j, f?!, G 43. Since Y $0(&J, 
Y $0(s). Hence $I has characteristic p > 7 by Lemma 3.1 (iii). But then !&, 
has characteristic p, and consequently I? has characteristic pn with tl 2 1 
by Lemma 3.1 (viii). Let ti* be the normal subgroup of I! such that 2*/O@?) 
is isomorphic to PSL(2, p”). Then 8 C g* by Lemma 3.3 (i). Furthermore, 
P* is a D-group with respect to 2, , and hence B n O(f?*) = 1 by Lemma 
6.7 (i). Since q >p and 12*/O(e) 1 = / 2*/O&?*) 1 = &p”(p2” - 1) by 
Lemma 3.1 (i), it follows that 71 > 3. Hence c* contains a subgroup (8 of 
type (p, p, p). But then by Lemma 10.1, some conjugate of $0(e) lies in 8, 
whence q E P(B), a contradiction. 
We now establish the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 17. us is empty. 
Proof. Since m is solvable, ‘11) does not possess a subgroup of type (p, p, p), 
otherwise some conjugate of m would lie in 5j by Lemma 10.1. Since Q, Cm, 
this would imply that q E n(a), which is not the case. Since p < q, and !IJJ 
is solvable, it follows that E, = E,, n ‘11 c O,,(lm). But by the preceding 
lemma, &, is an S,-subgroup of %I.?. Hence !JI = N&J contains an &,-sub- 
group 2~~ of %J.J. On the other hand, since R E 5, R permutes the subgroups 
5& , !Q2 , !J3, of Fp cyclically and hence $(R) # 1. Thus 213~ # 1. 
Now % is a D-group with respect to 2,,, and since C&) $ O(g), it 
follows from Lemma 3.3 (i) that ‘%r = O(%) C&J (@,, n !X) has index at 
most 2 in %. Furthermore, by Lemma 1.1, O(X) = Coo-,&&,) (E., n O(Yt)), 
and consequently 3, = C(Q (E, n ‘R). But p $ rr((E,,) since p E ua , and hence 
m), C C(Q. Since C@(R) lies in a conjugate of 2&, , we see that C@(R) 
centralizes some conjugate of a, . But C(C@(R)) contains Q,(Z(g)), which is 
elementary of type (p,p,p), whence C(Clp(R)) G 4j by Lemma 10.1, thus 
forcing 1 5 1 to be divisible by q. This contradicts Lemma 10.3, thus com- 
pleting the proof of the proposition. 
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